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Enriching the Envelope Experience is a design 
strategy for an external retrofit to revitalise existing 
housing. The aim is to create warmer, drier, healthier 
homes without having to displace the occupants.  
For many New Zealander’s, inefficient housing 
is negatively affecting occupant health and well-
being. Preventable health issues place pressure on 
healthcare systems, costing valuable resources. The 
climate, housing, and healthcare crisis desperately 
require improvements to existing housing for warmer, 
healthier, and happier homes. Currently, the design 
of New Zealand housing is inefficient for climate 
resulting in uncomfortable living conditions. There 
is a global dependence on finite resources, and the 
ongoing resource use will reach capacity. Desperate 
attention to the environmental and economic impact 
is needed to sustain the precious resources. New 
Zealand is obligated to reach the 2050 climate goals. 
The design of buildings needs attention to mitigate 

the 39% carbon emissions by the construction 
industry and achieve net-zero carbon housing goals. 
Lengthy rebuilds require displacing people from their 
homes and communities and increase the demand 
for housing and resources. The demolition and 
rebuild further adds to the significant waste issue. 
Therefore, there is an opportunity to improve the 
existing housing stock as a readily available resource. 
The 1940s-1960s State House is a standardized 
housing typology mass-produced in New Zealand, 
and often of poor condition, it was an appropriate 
site to investigate for a retrofit design strategy. 
A design framework informed by sustainable 
design standards, case studies and understanding 
of the 1940s-1960s house typology directed the 
design process. The research outcome resulted 
in an external wall design strategy to improve the 
occupants’ home experience. 
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and environmental benefits. However, the majority 
require displacing occupants from their homes 
and communities during the retrofit. The emerging 
international external retrofit methods highlight an 
approach to retrofit the homes for net-zero energy 
without displacing the people from their homes. 

Additionally, the occupant experience within space 
affects health and well-being beyond the home’s 
thermal performance. The natural environment 
directly affects people’s health and well-being due 
to an innate connection with nature (Wilson, 1984, 
in Ulrich, 1993, p. 73). Designing to encourage the 
human-nature relationship presents an opportunity 
to further enrich health and well-being for people. 
The design research investigates externally 
retrofitting the available housing resource, 
specifically the 1940s-1960s state house, for thermal 
performance and enriching home experience for 
people. The innovation challenge is how best to 
reuse the existing housing to propose a strategy 
to address the research gap for people and the 
environment. 

Therefore, the question to drive the design research 
is: 

Enriching the Envelope Experience is a design 
strategy for an external retrofit of existing housing. 
The aim is to create warmer and healthier homes 
and enrich the home environmental experience for 
occupant health and well-being. 

Both the natural and the built environment have 
a direct impact on occupant health and well-
being. Designers hold the privilege of designing 
space for people but, unfortunately, New Zealand 
homes have often neglected occupant health and 
well-being. This is primarily because houses have 
been constructed according to minimum design 
standards for the climate. The houses tend to lack 
climate responding design techniques and often 
underperform for thermal comfort. Therefore, 
they require high energy demands to provide some 
occupant comfort, but the home performance can 
still be insufficient, negatively affecting occupant 
health. Underperforming houses are widespread 
around New Zealand, with 40% of homes damp and 
mouldy, and 53%  of New Zealand homes would 
benefit from insulation (BRANZ, 2015). These poor 
condition houses are expensive to maintain but 
replacing the houses is a lengthy, costly and wasteful 
process, further burdening the environment and 
finite resources. The available housing resource 
proposes a design innovation opportunity to improve 
thermal performance and enrich occupants’ home 
experience. Fortunately, retrofit applications to 
existing housing have proven effective for occupant 

How can the thermal performance of 
existing New Zealand houses be radically 
improved to enrich peoples home 
experience?
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Objectives: 
• Investigate the impact of the current housing 

condition on occupant health and well-being 
and identify a research gap to support occupant 
health and well-being.

• Investigate the existing 1940s-1960s housing 
typology to inform design decisions.

• Identify fundamental case studies from 
precedents to inspire design decisions and 
implement global approaches to a New Zealand 
context.

• Propose a design strategy for inefficient 
1940s-1960s housing in New Zealand to 
increase the home’s thermal performance 
without occupant displacement.

• Propose an architectural response to enrich the 
environmental experience.

• Explore the use of parametric digital tools for 
adaptability of the design strategy.

• Critically analyse the design strategy and identify 
how future development could further evolve 
the strategy beyond the thesis’s scope.

Aims: 
• Use the design process to explore a strategy to 

improve home thermal performance without 
displacing the occupants.

• Explore how design could enrich the home 
experience through an integrated program 
within the strategy.

• Test the possibility of the design strategy to be 
parametrically adaptable.
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Limitations for research scope: 
• One housing typology explored to inform 

research
• The material specifications not identified to 

limit design exploration 
• The breadth of possible design outcomes 

limited for scope
• The response to occupant limited to a program 

brief
• The response to site and environment limited to 

focus on the design strategy concept
• The climate response not specific to a local 

climate but used overarching performance 
design techniques 

Use: 
Designers can use the design strategy to apply 
an external envelope to existing housing in New 
Zealand.

Focus:

The research focused on designing the external wall 
envelope to enrich the existing home experience 
using program and improving the home’s thermal 
performance. The investigation focused on 
enhancing housing-dependent health and well-being 
through an environmentally conscious approach 
without occupant displacement.

Areas addressed in research: 
• The problem, people and environment
• An exploration of the 1940s-1960s house 

typology to inform the design
• The use of precedent research to inspire design 

decisions
• The design of a conceptual base strategy to 

improve home performance
• The design of a program application to 

complement the base strategy
• The design of a parametric script for design 

adaptability 
• The design of an overall strategy proposing how 

designers could apply the strategy at scale to 
existing housing
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Fig 1.1 Concept Diagram
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Problem: 
• Poor occupant health and wellbeing directly 

related to substandard housing conditions
• Occupant displacement
• Environmental impact of construction industry

Opportunity: 
• Inspired from global industry to improve 

homes for occupant health and well-being and 
environmental benefit

• Explore architectural program variation to 
enrich occupant home experience

• Explore adaptability of strategy using advanced 
digital design tools to highlight the future 
possibility

Existing Research Gap: 
• Internationally, design  has achieved external 

retrofit to row houses for net-zero energy
• International approaches function as a base 

performance level; however, parametric 
adaptability and program inclusion for occupant 
use are currently not included.

• Current New Zealand retrofit methods displaces 
occupants

What: 
• Design the overall design strategy 
• Enrich the envelope experience
• Improve home thermal performance

Why: 
• To improve occupant health and well-being   
• To mitigate occupant displacement from home 

and community

Where: 
• Existing 1940s-60s state housing in New  

Zealand as an available resource

Who: 
• For home occupant

How: 
• External retrofit of prefabricated wall units with 

integrated program
• Parametrically adaptable to each home
• Program adaptability as appropriate to occupant 

and site
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occupant experience. A program brief restricted the 
research scope and identified three program function 
types to inform the program design. The outcome 
was a series of program units exploring variations 
of the program functions. The program units are a 
tool where occupants can select their desired home 
experience and the selections collectively inform an 
outcome for each home.  

The third area was the design of the adaption 
component, which used the parametric design 
software, Grasshopper, to explore the adaptability 
of the design. As a result the outcome was a  digital 
model adaptable to the input parameters of size, 
composition, materials, and program design. The 
digital adaption proposes the design strategy’s 
potential to be efficiently adapted as appropriate 
and applied at mass-scale to New Zealand housing. 

The thesis’s design research was developed to 
investigate an overall design strategy’s components 
to improve existing housing typologies for thermal 
performance and occupant experience. The research 
designed an adaptable strategy approach to address 
the problem rather than produce a singular design.

The research method followed a design-led 
research feedback process to develop a design 
strategy for existing homes, with a program for 
thermal performance. The design-led research 
driven by a framework (Chapter 5.0) was informed 
by background research, case studies and the site. 
The framework informed the design process and 
revealed three focus components for the strategy’s 
design. Simultaneous design of the components 
drove the research development. 

The first area was the design of the base component, 
which focused on increasing thermal performance. 
The existing construction of the selected 1940s-1960s 
New Zealand state house established a base of 
understanding and typical issues informed the 
design framework. The base component required a 
design exploration of envelope continuity to reduce 
heat loss, increase airtightness and insulation, and 
reduce thermal bridging. The base component 
design resulted in a high performing prefabricated 
base unit for the architectural program to be applied 
to. 

The second area was the design of the architectural 
program component, focused on enriching the 
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Fig 1.2 Methodology Diagram
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The following Chapter fulfils the research objective: 
Investigate the impact of the current housing condition 
on occupant health and well-being and identify a 
research gap to support occupant health and well-
being. The objective was to understand the existing 
context, occupant and environmental impacts of 
existing low condition housing and understand 
the local and international standards and design 
guidelines to identify the research gap. Further, 
to investigate how the environmental experience 
could enrich the human-nature connection and 
how the use of digital tools streamline the design. 
The background investigation informs the design 
framework (Chapter 5.0) to influence design 
decisions and propose an overall design strategy to 
meet the research gap. The principle, Kaitiakitanga 
(guardianship), drove the research. The protection of 
the environment and people using efficient design, 
available resources and advanced technologies to 
enrich the envelope experience.
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Research highlights the need to reduce the 
construction industry’s high environmental impact 
to address climate change targets. The construction 
industry is responsible for approximately 39% of 
carbon emissions (IEA, 2019). The Paris Agreement 
outlines the global 2050 net-zero carbon targets to 
slow the effects of climate change (Paris Agreement, 
2015). New Zealand is obligated to play its part in 
meeting its Nationally Determined Contribution 
(NDC) along the way. By 2030, New Zealand is 
committed to a 30 percent reduction in greenhouse 
gas emission below 2005 levels (New Zealand 
Government, 2018). Changes have to be made 
within the construction industry and to occupant 
behaviour to achieve this milestone. The changes 
need to achieve net-zero carbon housing, reduce 
emissions and sustain precious finite environmental 
resources. The environmental implications of 
design are, more than ever, crucial to integrate 
and drive design innovation toward a reduction in 
construction environmental impacts. Building design 
and education to ensure New Zealand reduces it’s 
collective carbon emissions. 
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Unfortunately, New Zealand housing can 
underperform within the climate and this often 
results in cold, damp and unhealthy homes which 
negatively affects occupant health and well-being. 
New Zealand has a beautiful landscape, but the 
effect of the landscape results in a varying climate. 
Research has found that countries with milder 
climates, such as New Zealand, have worse housing 
conditions than those with more intense winter 
conditions with poorer housing-related illness 
and mortality resulting from hard to heat, poorly 
insulated homes (Keatinge et al., 1997, p. 1341; 
World Health Organisation, 2018, p. 32).  A New 
Zealand study by Shorter et al. (2017) found that 
exposure to mould in homes directly relates to 
respiratory illness (Shorter et al., 2014, p. 1; Shorter 
et al., 2017, p. 14). The study found up to 14 times 
increase in respiratory illness as a result (Shorter et 
al., 2014, p. 1; Shorter et al., 2017, p. 14). Additionally, 
New Zealanders’ spend up to 72-73% in the indoor 
home environment, with a higher percentage for 
those with illness, disability, the elderly and children 
(Baker et al., 2007, p. 2). Therefore, the condition 
of the home lived environment needs attention to 
support positive health and well-being outcomes for 
occupants. Preventable respiratory illness is a direct 
result of low housing standards. However, further 

research has found the effects can be mitigated by 
adding insulation, ventilation and heating (Keatinge 
et al., 1997, p. 1341; World Health Organisation, 
2018, p. 32). A relationship of adding insulation to 
homes reduced mental and physical health effects 
and improved occupants’ health and well-being. 
(World Health Organisation, 2018, p. 37). Further, 
a New Zealand study by Howden-Chapman et al. 
(2007) looked at the impact of insulating existing 
houses to increase indoor air temperatures for 
improved occupant health and well-being. Howden-
Chapman et al. (2007) found that the indoor 
environments improvement to be warmer and drier, 
resulting in fewer colds or flu, reduced days off work, 
school, doctors visits or hospital admissions, and 
general improvement in mental and physical health 
(p.1). Howden-Chapman et al. (2007) further found 
a reduction in social and health inequality (p.8). The 
outcome highlights the direct influence the housing 
standard has on occupants. Therefore, the design 
must increase the house’s thermal performance 
significantly. The design challenge is how to improve 
the home condition to mitigate housing-related 
illness and improve overall health and well-being.  
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for the home (p. 1-2). Combined with the retrofit 
methods discussed in Chapter 4, the houses made 
sufficient energy to achieve net-zero energy and 
reduce long term energy cost through a retrofit 
approach (Energiesprong, 2019, pp. 1-2). Therefore 
to improve existing housing in New Zealand, both 
the home performance and occupant behaviour 
must be addressed for the result to help people and 
the environment. 

An increase in energy efficiency in New Zealand 
housing is needed to reduce the environmental 
impact of housing. The operational energy used in 
homes results in high energy demand and affects 
the environment. New Zealand housing uses about 
a third of the energy generated (Overton, 2019, 
p. 62). A study by Chandrakumar et al. (2020) 
found that existing detached houses are projected 
to contribute to 66% of climate impacts in New 
Zealand. Of the amount, three-quarters are due 
to operational energy, and therefore, the study 
emphasises the high focus to retrofit and refurbish 
existing housing to reduce the impacts (p. 8). An 
increase in thermal performance increases energy 
efficiency and would significantly reduce the 
environmental impact. A net-zero energy building 
where energy use and regeneration is balanced, 
reduces environmental impact through decreasing 
energy and resource demand. While the homes 
energy efficiency depends on thermal performance, 
occupant behaviour and energy use also impact the 
home’s operational energy.  Energiesprong (2019) 
saw a reduction in operational energy by assessing 
and educating occupant energy use habits and 
upgrading to more efficient household appliances. 
The result more efficient use of energy resources 
and a reduction in energy generation necessary 
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Passive design strategies use the benefits of 
existing resources and maximise energy efficiency. 
As described by Randy Croxton, a pioneer of 
contemporary ecological design in Kibert (2016), 
passive design is to consider nature as the default for 
the building to be as responsive to nature as possible, 
limiting the need for active energy (p.277). A holistic 
approach which uses available resources of sunlight, 
wind, vegetation, and site features to meet the 
building’s heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting 
requirements (Kibert, 2016, p. 277; Kopec, 2009, p. 
165). The building’s site and design are the two areas 
of passive design approaches, where the location, 
climate and environmental conditions impact 
building performance and efficiency. The building 
is designed with methods such as orientation, 
form, ratio, massing, materials, and intended use 
to optimise the available resources to reduce the 
building’s energy demand (Kibert, 2016, p. 277-
278). However, designing with existing buildings 
has less control around the existing structure. 
Site-specific design strategies may be impacted by 
limited control over site orientation, building form, 
ratio and materials. The design challenge is to apply 
passive design strategies to the existing building and 
site conditions for performance efficiency. Refer to 
Chapter 5.0 for passive design findings informing the 
design framework. 
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A design standard well beyond the low New Zealand 
standards is crucial to create an energy-efficient 
home of high thermal performance for the occupant 
comfort. A more significant reduction in energy 
use can be achieved if designed well beyond New 
Zealand minimum standards to achieve efficient 
performance results. The World Health Organisation 
(2018) recommends a minimum of 18°C temperature 
for any occupied areas to improve the home 
conditions and recommends installing thermal 
insulation to new and existing housing to improve 
the conditions (p. 34). However, recommendations 
need to be viewed as a minimum to improve 
housing conditions dramatically. A study by Grimes 
et al. (2016) assessed the household energy use 
impacts and savings as a result of the Warm Up 
New Zealand: Heat Smart Scheme, where home 
insulation and clean heating methods were installed. 
The scheme aimed to increase indoor temperature, 
lower humidity, and increase energy efficiency to 
reduce the energy demand per household and 
improve occupants’ health (p. 165). Grimes et al. 
(2016) found a more significant overall energy 
efficiency increase with co-benefits, particularly on 
occupant health improvements (p. 184). However, 
there was only a slight reduction in energy use (p. 
183). The scheme insulated homes to the current 

low New Zealand standards. The outcome showed 
that improvement to the houses has a positive result 
for occupants. However, the scheme to a higher 
standard would significantly benefit the occupants 
and the environment. Higher standards such as 
Passive House standards (refer to Chapter 4.0) result 
in up to 90% energy savings and provide far greater 
comfort year-round for occupants (Passive House 
Institute, 2015a). The standards require higher 
insulation and airtightness to increase thermal 
comfort and energy efficiency, therefore reducing 
the home’s environmental impact and supporting 
occupant health and well-being by providing a 
healthy environment. The expectation must shift 
beyond the minimum to much greater standards 
to efficiently retrofit the existing housing stock to 
benefit occupant and environmental health. Refer 
to Chapter 5.0 for relevant high performing design 
standards and findings diagram informing the design 
framework.
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of homes uses existing available resources, reduces 
the preventable healthcare burden and can benefit 
the economy while benefiting occupant health.

Research has found the improvement of existing 
homes to have economic benefits. The approach 
to improve thermal performance and the energy 
efficiency of homes has led to economic savings on 
health services due to the people’s improved health 
and well-being. In the United Kingdom, the approach 
to improve homes’ energy efficiency through 
retrofitting insulation has been estimated to save 
£1.4 billion in health services (Nicol et al., 2011, p. 
9). While locally, a New Zealand study by Chapman et 
al. (2009) found the benefits of retrofitting insulation 
were one and a half to two times the amount of 
the retrofit cost. With concern for energy, health, 
days off school and work, reduced doctor visits 
and hospitalisations and reduced carbon emissions 
perspectives, this results in a positive argument 
for value for money (p. 271). The study found 61% 
were saved in the health sector (p. 274). The impact 
of housing on occupant health and well-being has 
economic healthcare savings and reduces demand 
for system resources. Additionally, the New Zealand 
Green Building Council (2020) has recently found a 
potential $1.5-$3.1 billion-dollar net benefit to boost 
the economy, provide jobs and resolve housing issues 
from the adverse effects of Covid-19 through the 
improvement of 120 000 homes. The improvement 
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New Zealand guides and changes to the construction 
industry recently released (Figure 2.1) highlight the 
design research gap and standard for New Zealand 
homes and possible opportunities to mitigate the 
issues. Recent documentation includes the following:

• Building for Climate Change, Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), 
New Zealand Government, 2020(b). MBIE 
are currently upgrading construction sector 
standards for climate and reducing emissions.

• A Green Recovery, New Zealand Green Building 
Council, 2020.  The document outlines the 
opportunity to improve the economy and 
provide healthier homes for occupants 
responding to effects of Covid-19.

• Boost to Upgrade State Housing to be Warmer, 
Drier, Healthier Homes, The New Zealand 
Government, 2020(a). A recent investment of 
$500 million for a Retrofit Program to improve 
existing state housing. (Refer to Chapter 4.0).

• A Zero Carbon Roadmap for Aotearoa’s 
Buildings, New Zealand Green Building Council, 
2019. Outlines the required steps needed for 
New Zealand’s buildings to be net-zero carbon 
by 2050 for existing and 2030 for new buildings. 

• The Sustainable Development Goals, United 
Nations, 2015. 17 core economic, social and 
environmental goals for the crucial sustainable 
development for humanity and the planet 
before 2030. 

• The World Green Building Council (2017) 
identifies 9 of the goals the green building 
industry has responsibility and opportunities 
for change. Refer to Chapter 5.0 for the design 
response to the goals.
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Fig 2.1 Timeline highlights relevence of design research with 

recent increased focus for environment building standards to New 

Zealand infrastructure influenced by international standards.
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The natural environment has an innate positive 
relationship with people, and both can mutually 
benefit the other for human and environmental 
health. Wilson (1984) described in Ulrich (1993), a 
relationship between the environment and people 
as fundamental for a positive human response 
due to an intrinsic human connection to nature, 
termed Biophilia (p. 73). The restoration of health 
and well-being is encouraged by an environment 
rich in sensations to stimulate the subconscious 
without demanding and increasing stress (Grahn 
& Stigsdotter, 2010, p. 265). Tactile interactive 
play is an opportunity to stimulate the senses and 
support human development. As described by Ayres 
(2005) play and tactile interaction encourage the 
development of cognitive and sensory-motor skills 
due to sensory integration to develop effective 
adaptive responses (p. 7). Research highlights that 
connecting with nature provides mental relief 
and reduces stress (Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2003, 
p. 44; Ulrich, 2006, p. S39; Grahn and Stigsdotter, 
2010, p. 264). Biophilia has proven to be beneficial 
for human health and well-being, with findings 
of improved mental health and encouraging play 
and physical activity (Rogers, 2019). Grahn and 
Stigsdotter (2010) investigated the impact of rest 
restoration and urban green spaces. They found the 
most successful combination of factors to restore 
the effect of stress to be refuge and nature (p. 273). 
The refuge dimension comprises a space where one 

feels safe, sheltered and protected while generally 
having a view out and able to experience the 
power and vitality of nature on its terms (pp. 267-
268). Together, the refuge and nature dimensions 
positively impacted lowering stress and were 
the most preferred options by the tested highly 
stressed individuals (Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2010, 
p. 272). The findings indicate the need to design for 
Biophilia within the built environment for beneficial 
health and well-being. The concept of Biophilia has 
been interpreted into fourteen Biophilic principles 
to inform the design of the built environment to 
mitigate stress, improve cognitive performance and 
affect emotion and mood with enhanced human-
nature connection (Browning et al., 2014, p. 12). The 
integration of Biophilia with design could enrich the 
environmental experience for occupant health and 
well-being, drawing from the design techniques.  
Refer to Chapter 5.0, Figure X, for findings from the 
principles to inform the design framework.
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Digitalisation can increase design, construction 
and resource efficiency.  The use of complex digital 
modelling of parametric design has a powerful 
capacity to improve designs’ adaptivity with 
precision and correlation between design elements 
(Schumacher, 2009, p. 15; Schumacher, 2011, p. 
345).  Schumacher (2009) describes parametrism as 
an open and incomplete system. A combination of 
relationships continually modifiable and increasing 
complexity as components and systems integrate 
(p. 23). The benefit allows the designer to adapt 
developed designs for future decisions that are to 
be made later in the process and therefore increases 
the design output efficiency (Schumacher, 2011, p. 
346). Compared to static 2D or 3D analogue or digital 
design techniques, design changes late in the design 
process may require a significant time investment to 
make the design modifications (Schumacher, 2011, 
p. 345). Although Schumacher (2011) critiques 
that to benefit from the productivity gain, the 
designer has to anticipate future design variations 
effectively and, therefore, may require a higher 
preparation modelling time (p. 346). Schumacher 
(2009) describes the responsive ability to respond 
kinetically to environmental parameters. The ability 
to optimise the design in response to result in a 
far more resolved design output. For example, to 

adapt the design appropriately to site conditions. A 
high level of detail parameters integrated into the 
parametric design script anticipating future adaption. 
The precise control of materials can be included in 
the malleable design to optimise resource use. The 
design output directs digital prefabrication methods, 
such as CNC (Computer numerical control), and is 
responsive to dynamic design input. The digital tool’s 
highly detailed ability is beneficial for a strategic 
design applied to a large scale of different housing 
typologies and serves varying functions. Therefore, 
the parametric design tool was appropriate to design 
with, even though the initial design process costs 
more time due to apprehending future complexities.
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Fig 2.3 Diagram highlighting problems and 

opportunities from background research
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The background research chapter identifies 
problems with and the opportunities to utilise the 
existing housing in New Zealand. However, it can be 
inefficient and have a poor thermal performance 
to the detriment of occupant health and well-
being, often resulting from low New Zealand design 
standards. Further, the construction industry has a 
harsh environmental impact due to construction 
methods, home energy inefficiency, excess 
resource use and wastage. However, the research 
identified that higher home performance as proven 
internationally using passive design and thermal 
envelope techniques achieves net-zero energy-
efficient homes for occupant and environmental 
benefits. The research found potential economic 
benefits of improving the homes and highlighted 
the recent shift in the construction industry to 
improve the environmental impact. A further 
advantage to occupant health and well-being results 
from the occupant relationship with nature to 
reduce stress, affect mood, emotion and cognitive 
performance. Therefore, an integration of the 
biophilia design techniques would support enriching 
the environmental experience for the occupants. 
The design and construction industry could 

innovate to mitigate harsh environmental effects 
and adapt to existing housing through digitalisation. 
Parametricism for design and construction is a 
digital tool to anticipate and adapt the design as 
needed and for malleable outcomes. The research 
findings suggest using innovative design techniques 
to improve existing homes’ performance for high 
thermal performance and encourage the human-
nature relationship beneficial to occupant health 
and well-being. The outcome suggests developing 
a fluid design solution adaptable as appropriate for 
efficient design and construction outcomes. Further 
research results to inform a framework and strategy 
outlined in Chapter 5.0 to address the research gap.
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The Chapter fulfils the research objective: Identify 
fundamental case studies from precedents to inspire 
design decisions and implement global approaches to 
a New Zealand context. The objective was to identify 
the existing national and international approaches 
to retrofit existing housing, particularly to identify 
an approach to achieve high home performance 
without displacing the occupants. The case study 
research explored but was not limited to location, 
retrofitting externally and internally, climate, passive 
design techniques, control layer techniques, thermal 
performance, environmental performance, and 
design. The search identified fundamental case 
studies to inform the design and highlighted a 
current research gap to retrofit New Zealand housing 
externally to inform the design process.
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Fig 3.1 Diagram of research drivers used to investigate case 

studies. The highlighted relevant search areas were identified as 

the key search controls and identified the key case studies for in-

forming and positioning the research
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The research process used Passive House Database 
(2020) to identify high-performance buildings in New 
Zealand within an international context to position 
the research. The investigation compared the homes 
which applied for and achieved certification, limiting 
the research. However, additional homes may also 
perform to the standard but without certification. 
The growing quantity of international successful 
Passivhaus case studies contrasted the very few in 
New Zealand. The search identified a total of 5028 
buildings to the Passivhaus standard internationally, 
and only a total of 41 in New Zealand, and they are 
predominantly new builds (Passivhaus, 2020). The 
first New Zealand Passivhaus home completed only 
in 2012 (Passivhaus, 2020).  The existing housing 
stock to the same standard is only beginning to gain 
traction, with 160 buildings to the EnerPHit standard 
and only 45 are detached family homes (Passivhaus, 
2020). In New Zealand, only one detached family 
home to the EnerPHit standard is currently under 
construction as an external and internal retrofit 
(Passivhaus, 2020). Therefore, identifying the 
research gap, especially for external retrofit of 
detached New Zealand homes to a far greater design 
standard.
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Fig 3.2 Diagram of Passivhaus database findings in relation to 

the identified research drivers further locating the research
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Who: 
Paola Leardini and Manfredo Manfredini
When: 
2015
Where: 
Auckland, New Zealand.
What: 
1940’s 3 Bedroom State House EnerPHit retrofit 
assessment.
Why: 
Leardini and Manfredini (2015) critiqued the current 
retrofit approach. The current approach adds heating 
and some base standard insulation to the envelope 
but disregards energy use and environmental impact 
and can fail to address the existing stock needs (p. 
234). 
How: 
Leardini and Manfredini (2015) applied the 
EnerPHit (Passive House Retrofit) principles to a 
typical 1940’s state house. The home was one of 
the most common housing types developed in the 
1940s, of timber frame, weatherboard cladding, 
suspended timber floor, and tiled roof (p. 238). The 
study involved an interior retrofit in determining 
whether an application of the EnerPHit principles 
could be achieved. The research compared various 
improvement levels of insulation to full window 
and airtightness upgrades with the low performing 
standards in compliance with the New Zealand 
Building Code.

Findings: 
Leardini and Manfredini (2015) found a retrofit to 
the EnerPHit standard to New Zealand state housing 
could be achieved in theory.  The study found a 
reduced heating demand, improved indoor comfort 
and moisture control with insulation installation to 
the ceiling, floor and walls, and a replacement of the 
windows to low-e, argon filled double glazed timber 
windows. However, concern to control the strategy, 
manage thermal bridging, and ensure a continuous 
airtightness to the thermal envelope was critiqued 
to potentially vary the actual building performance 
and, therefore, the study’s success (p. 244). 

Critical Reflection: 
The study’s findings highlight the need for aiming 
beyond the minimum of New Zealand current 
building standards. The outcome proves the 
upgrade to the state homes can be achieved to a 
high standard and therefore supports the thesis 
investigation. The concern to control airtightness 
and thermal bridging are likely to require a high 
time cost to manage the existing walls’ details. The 
outcome highlights the benefit an external envelope 
could provide with more control over the detail 
design, envelope continuity and connections, and 
add a layer of protection to the home. Although to 
ensure a continuous envelope, the existing home 
construction may need to be compromised. 
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Who: 
New Zealand Government
When: 
2020
Where: 
New Zealand
What: 
New Zealand Statehouse Retrofit Programme (New 
Zealand Government, 2020a).
Why: 
The New Zealand Government (2020a) aim to 
improve existing poor condition state housing for 
warmer, drier, healthier homes with a $500mil to 
upgrade programme.
How: 
The New Zealand Statehouse Retrofit Programme 
(New Zealand Government, 2020a) uses an internal 
approach. The homes retrofit involves stripping out 
the home to install insulation to the walls, ceiling 
and floor, improve the airtightness, and add double 
glazing, ventilation and heating. The programme’s 
retrofit work requires the occupants to move out, 
resulting in greater housing demand and disruption 
to people. 

Critical Reflection & Findings: 
The outcome of the retrofit increased the house 
performance providing healthier homes for 
occupants. However, the retrofit work improves 
the thermal performance only to the minimum 
New Zealand standard. A higher standard of 
house performance would have more occupant, 
environmental and energy benefits. Additionally, 
the retrofit work displaces occupants from 
their homes and communities during the slow 
construction process. The New Zealand Government 
announced its investment into the pilot research 
retrofit programme during the thesis research. The 
announcement supported the relevant gap in New 
Zealand for investigation of improving the housing 
stock for occupants.
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Who: 
Energiesprong
When: 
2014
Where: 
The Netherlands.
Energiesprong projects have now been built in the 
Netherlands, the United Kingdom and France, with 
projects also planned in Germany, Italy and New York 
State, US. 
What: 
An external retrofit strategy to achieve net-zero 
energy without occupant displacement.
Why: 
The uncomfortable living conditions of much existing 
housing require high energy use and cost to heat, 
mainly due to heat loss and moisture. The homes 
result in inefficient energy use and wasted energy. 
How: 
Energiesprong (n.d.) is an external retrofit strategy 
for existing housing to achieve net-zero energy. The 
method overlays prefabricated external wall and 
roof panels to existing row houses and apartments. 
Efficient heating and cooling modules are installed 
into the homes for smart management of energy. 
The panels are modified to suit the exact details of 
the home modelled from 3D scanning technology to 
inform panel prefabrication. The extensive scaling 
and prefabrication of the strategy help manage the 
cost and performance levels (Transition Zero, 20, p. 

24). The strategy’s application is complete in less than 
a week, and therefore, the occupants do not need 
to leave their homes. Post occupancy evaluation of 
energy use understands occupant behaviours and 
provides an opportunity to educate and manage 
energy use in the houses (Energiesprong, 2019). 

Critical Reflection:

The Energiesprong strategy was applied to medium-
density row housing and is a different housing type 
to the detached New Zealand state house. The core 
concept of Energiesprong is fundamental to inform 
the thesis research, however, the application of a 
method to detached New Zealand housing will have 
different design challenges. 
The prefabricated panels built for pragmatic 
performance often lack variation between homes 
amongst the medium density housing. The thesis 
research proposes building upon the successful 
strategy and provide a more tangible home 
experience and use for the occupant. 
Findings: 
Energiesprong uses digitalisation and prefabrication 
to improve existing homes’ performance and 
achieve net-zero energy. The success of the case 
study proves an external retrofit approach without 
occupant displacement is achievable. The challenge 
is to use the case study learnings to inform a similar 
method to New Zealand existing state houses.  
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Who: 
Workspace Architects Ltd & Sustainable Engineering 
Ltd
When: 
2014
Where: 
The Book House, Wellington, New Zealand
What: 
New Zealand Statehouse Retrofit Programme (New 
Zealand Government, 2020a).
Why: 
The Book House alterations restored the worn and 
mouldy apartment block (Sustainable Engineering 
Ltd, 2019, p. 1).
How: 
Sustainable Engineering Ltd (2019) used a 
hygrothermic model to analyse the existing building 
performance and inform the design for improved 
building performance. “The walls and roof were 
insulated, ventilation installed and double-glazed, 
thermally-broken windows fitted. The interior 
was completely refitted, right down to wall linings 
and floors; and the floor plan was modernised” 
(Sustainable Engineering Ltd, 2019, p. 2). 
Sustainable Engineering Ltd (2019) explained how 
the hygrothermic model revealed the need for an 
external thermal envelope to avoid moisture build-
up between internal insulation and the concrete 
wall. The design outcome applied external insulation 
panels to form the thermal envelope allowing 
greater control of joints and building control layers 
(pp. 3-4).

Findings & Critical Reflection: 
The retrofit case study was to a different building 
and construction typology to the thesis research site. 
However, the project identified an external thermal 
envelope at a performance standard built beyond 
the minimum code requirements as achievable in 
New Zealand. The external thermal layer effectively 
managed control layers and joint connections due 
to increased continuity control around the exterior. 
The control layers and understanding of the existing 
building was fundamental to the success of the 
retrofit work. Building science consultant Jason Quinn 
articulates the project’s findings and for retrofit 
construction in the future, “New Zealand buildings 
are too often cold, damp and unhealthy. Retrofitting 
old stock for the sake of people’s health is important. 
But buildings are complicated and just adding 
insulation risks making older buildings perform worse 
than before. It is crucial to understand moisture and 
heat transfer and how added levels of insulation 
will affect a building’s drying capacity” (Sustainable 
Engineering Ltd, 2019, p. 2). The approach to retrofit 
existing housing externally needs to understand 
the current home performance to increase home 
performance successfully. The apartment block 
alteration work still required occupant displacement 
due to the alteration scale to the building. 
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Fig 3.3 Diagram locating key case studies within the research drivers to identify the research gap
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beyond the minimum New Zealand standards 
achieved in New Zealand. Although, the scale of the 
work to project still required occupant displacement. 

Global case studies have proven successful external 
retrofit outcomes where occupant displacement 
is not necessary. Energiesprong (2019) was a 
fundamental case study for thesis research. The 
case study externally retrofits existing housing to a 
higher thermal performance standard for net-zero 
energy. Their approach consists of prefabricated 
wall and roof modules installed externally to 
existing medium-density housing and the outcome 
proved high-performance external retrofits without 
occupant displacement are attainable. 

The selected case studies highlight the possibility 
of an appropriate external retrofit strategy not to 
displace occupants to be achievable in a New Zealand 
context. The design research will need to resolve the 
process to apply a similar external retrofit approach 
appropriate to the detached existing housing stock 
of New Zealand.

Findings: 
• New Zealand current approaches require 

occupant displacement.
• Lack of research for detached housing type
• High-performance standard of retrofit is 

achievable.
• Successful international external retrofit cases 
• Occupants can remain in homes & prefabrication 

reduces onsite time and impact.
• International retrofits achieve net-zero energy 

in varying climates.
• Pragmatic retrofit response overlooks the 

opportunity to integrate program components 
and envelope experience.

Currently, external retrofit practices without 
occupant displacement in New Zealand are yet to 
be closely studied. In New Zealand, existing housing 
is improved with interior retrofits but require 
occupants to move elsewhere while construction 
occurs. The current New Zealand Statehouse 
Retrofit Programme (New Zealand Government, 
2020a) identified in Chapter 2.0 utilises the internal 
retrofit approach to somewhat improve the home’s 
thermal performance to the lower New Zealand 
standard of design. The homes benefit from the 
increased improvement of insulation, airtightness, 
double glazing and ventilation. However, a higher 
requirement for improvement would have more 
significant occupant, energy and environmental 
impacts, as discussed in Chapters 2.0. Another 
study, the EnerPHIT Statehouse Retrofit Assessment 
undertaken by Paola Leardini and Manfredo 
Manfredini (2015), took the approach a step further 
and tested the 1940s-1960s state house retrofit to 
the EnerPHIT standard. The research tested a higher 
thermal performance increased potential to retrofit 
the home. The study found a more effective retrofit 
can be achieved in New Zealand state houses and 
therefore supports the thesis research to attaining a 
higher level retrofit for housing. Unfortunately, both 
of the key New Zealand studies require occupant 
displacement for the retrofit to occur. An external 
retrofit approach in Wellington, New Zealand, has 
been undertaken to improve the existing building’s 
performance. The Book House case study by 
Sustainable Engineering Ltd (2019) examined the 
upgrade to the apartment block in Wellington, New 
Zealand, with an external envelope. The building 
alterations were established from hygrothermic 
modelling to understand the existing building 
performance and propose a beneficial solution. 
The outcome required a thermal envelope to the 
building exterior, and found more control to joints 
and continuity of the envelope could be achieved. 
The alterations proved an external thermal envelope 
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The following Chapter fulfils the research objective: 
Investigate the existing 1940s-1960s housing 
typology to inform design decisions. The objective 
was to understand the 1940s-1960s housing 
typology, an available housing typology for reuse, to 
identify the house’s issues for the areas to address 
and inform the design framework (Chapter 5.0).

Fig 4.1 Digital model of state house developed for understanding
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Homes in New Zealand perform significantly below 
effective home performance design. As discussed 
in Chapter’s 2.0-4.0, international standards and 
design approaches have proven effective in providing 
higher-performing homes in climates far more drastic 
than New Zealand. The 1940s-1960s State House in 
New Zealand, a result of the Labour Government 
housing scheme, was widely produced around New 
Zealand and an iconic home typology (Ferguson, 
1994, p.117; Firth, 1949, 6; Schrader, 2005, p. 15). 
The houses were generally not insulated, resulting 
in poor thermal capacity to negatively affect 
occupant health (BRANZ, n.d.). However, the homes’ 

sturdy construction, standardised key components 
and overall uniformity (Ferguson, 1994, p. 128; 
Firth, 1949, p. 40; Schrader, 2005, p. 88) provide a 
more consistent housing typology as a site for the 
research. The standardisation of house components 
encouraged more opportunity for diversification 
amongst the houses while maintaining efficient 
production by partial prefabrication methods (Firth, 
1949, p. 39). The widespread housing typology is an 
available resource for reuse with generally consistent 
detailing to improve homes’ thermal performance. 
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Disadvantages:

• The neglected and poor condition of homes may 
not be feasible to apply an external strategy.

• The existing internal damage impacts the 
applied strategy.

• The alterations over time may affect the design 
strategy approach as the home may no longer 
be in its original state.

Advantages:

• A mass-produced housing stock in New Zealand. 
• A part of existing New Zealand urban fabric.
• Generally of solid construction (NZ timber).
• The typical detailing and construction resulting 

from partial prefabrication and standardisation.
• A large roof slope and eaves for shedding water.
• Has sufficient sub-floor ventilation and ground 

clearance.
• It is the occupants existing home.

Critical Reflection:

• The research scope assumes a moderate level 
of maintenance to the homes. It would be ready 
to receive an external retrofit as the houses’ 
condition will vary, and some may need an 
additional preparation.

• The use of 3D scanning to gain the full model of 
the home will allow for adaption of the external 
strategy to the home’s exact form, especially 
as the homes may have been altered over 
time and not be of the original construction. 
Also, depending on the construction period, 
some detailing and material variance are likely. 
Therefore, the overall control layer management 
for thermal performance would be affected to 
some degree. 

• For the research, the scope is limited to the 
original home as a controlled base. There is a 
future for the research beyond the scope to 
address a broader range of home variance.
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Fig 4.2 Diagram of issues identified in existing state house
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POOR AIRTIGHTNESS
Issue: The timber windows and doors constructed 
in the state homes tended to allow air movement in 
the house and provide natural ventilation. It helped 
to remove internal moisture reducing some damp 
and mould. The poor airtightness, combined with 
the lack of insulation made the homes colder overall 
due to heat loss or cold draughts entering the house 
(BRANZ, n.d.).

Remedy: (BRANZ, n.d.).
• Install PEF rod & add air deal between window 

and opening.
• Install foam seals to gaps in sashes and window 

frames.
• Use heavy curtains.

Critical Reflection: 
The remedies would be sufficient if the airtightness 
were the only issue. However, in increasing 
airtightness, ventilation needs to be added to ensure 
internal moisture does not build up. Otherwise more 
significant dampness and mould issues would arise. 

LACK OF INSULATION
Issue: The original homes are most likely to contain 
no insulation, likely resulting from misunderstanding 
the New Zealand climate (BRANZ, n.d.). 

Remedy:  (BRANZ, n.d.).
• Roof - various insulation options added with 

access to the roof space such as; blanket 
and segment insulation (wool, glass wool or 
polyester); rigid/semi-rigid board; or loose fill 
insulation (glass wool, sheep’s wool, mineral 
wool or paper). 

• Wall - Remove exterior cladding or internal wall 
lining to install insulation. Insulation must allow 
a gap for water drainage between the insulation 
and cladding. Blown-in insulation may be doable 
only in homes with wall underlay and to allow a 
drainage gap. 

• Floor  - The homes generally have accessible sub-
floors and therefore, installation of insulation is 
achievable. Currently, expanded polystyrene 
can be inserted between joists with a lining over 
to protect if sub-floor is open, or bulk insulation 
with a lining and fixing sheet.

Critical Reflection:

Access to external walls to retrofit insulation is 
difficult and requires disruption to occupants. It 
generally does not occur unless major alterations 
are done. Even then, the capacity of insulation is 
generally of the minimum standard as per New 
Zealand regulations. The roof and sub-floor have 
easier access to install insulation, but it is typically 
of low minimum standard. There is an opportunity 
to increase the ceiling and subfloor’s insulation 
capacity and design a more effective and efficient 
method of insulating the external wall envelope.

01 02
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LOW PERFORMING WINDOWS & DOORS
Issue: Poor thermal performance of the existing 
single glazed openings (BRANZ, n.d.).

Remedy: (BRANZ, n.d.).
• Retrofit insulating glazing units (IGUs), either by 

full window replacement, partial replacement 
of glazing or sashes, or adapting the timber 
joinery to take IGUs.

• Secondary glazing (plastic, glass or low-E) 
magnetically attached to the existing window 
(found to outperform some IGU retrofit methods 
due to the frame’s additional insulation).

Critical Reflection: 
The windows are to be upgraded to increase window 
performance. Both current upgrading methods 
impact the occupants, and how the upgrade is 
integrated into the home must ensure adequate 
thermal performance and minimise occupant 
disruption.

THERMAL BRIDGING
Issue:  Timber framing conducts heat through the 
wall in the form of thermal bridging and is a pathway 
of heat loss in the home (Cox-Smith, 2009, p. 16). 

Remedy: (Cox-Smith, 2009, p. 16).
• Install thermal breaks to restrict the thermal  

bridges.
• Increase insulation.
• Increase frame depth.
• Use materials of higher thermal resistance
• Design to reduce timber connections and 

quantity needed.

Critical Reflection: 
The above remedies are to be taken into the design 
process to inform the external retrofit construction. 
An exterior retrofit would reduce thermal bridging 
through the framing by breaking the path of thermal 
conductivity. However, it will be challenging to 
eliminate thermal bridging from working around the 
house’s existing construction detailing.

0 403
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WORN CLADDINGS
Issue:   Wall claddings may be worn in areas more 
susceptible to water egress depending on the level 
of maintenance undertaken. Deteriorating claddings 
and flashings need attention to maintain the home 
lifespan and manage weathertightness of the home 
(BRANZ, n.d.).

Remedy: (BRANZ, n.d.).
• Retain or replace the cladding or areas of 

damaged cladding depending on the availability 
of exact materials.

Critical Reflection: 
Exact matches of existing cladding may be 
challenging to install without compromising exterior 
or weathertightness. It is achievable to replace but 
unlikely to integrate into the existing seamlessly, 
therefore, needing design compromises. There 
is an opportunity to design a strategy to solve 
the problem of improving the external envelope 
without compromising design, weathertightness or 
disrupting the occupant.

ENERGY POVERTY
Issue: High energy demand of homes result in a high 
cost by occupants to pay for energy. The high cost 
of maintaining energy demands can be too great for 
the occupant. Therefore the occupants reduce or 
stop using energy services at the expense of comfort, 
health and well-being (White, 2019, p. 55).

Remedy: (White, 2019, p. 56). 
• Increase energy efficiency.
• Increase insulation home.
• Install more efficient heating sources.

Critical Reflection: 
The increase of the home thermal performance 
increases the home energy efficiency. The increased 
thermal performance will need to be combined with 
an efficient heating source and energy generation 
methods to reduce energy poverty.

0705 06
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Fig 4.3 Thermal imaging heat loss re-

search of 1955 timber framed, weather-

board and concrete tile roof home in Wel-

lington. (Author’s house).
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The research involved a thermal imaging analysis 
and was undertaken to understand heat and air 
movement of the house typology. The author’s home 
was used as a case study for research investigation. 
The house is a state house of 1955 construction 
located in Wellington and consists of timber-framed 
construction, weatherboard and concrete tile roof. 
Some underfloor and roof insulation is installed, 
and therefore it does not depict the full scale of the 
common housing defects. However, the home served 
as a tool for further understanding the construction 
and how it performs to inform the design research. 
The investigation used a thermal imaging camera 
to identify heat loss in the home. Figure 5.4 shows 
the images captured one evening after the fireplace 
had been running for a few hours to show a more 
accurate reading of heat movement through the 
home. 
The issues found to align with the written research of 
the home typology. The issue areas identify critical 
focal points for the concept design and the more 
complicated areas to address. 

Exercise findings:

• Heat loss through walls and cladding.
• Particular heat loss in internal corners where 

meets with roof.
• Heat loss around the window frame and along 

with gaps in weatherboards.
• Heat loss through roof tiles and especially 

around the area of the chimney. 

Critical Reflection:

The exercise provided further understanding; 
however, a more detailed and calibrated test could 
be done to improve the results accuracy. For the 
scope of the thesis, a base visual understanding 
backed up the considered research. Therefore, it 
was less beneficial to take the exercise any further to 
design the overall concept.
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Fig 4.4 Detailed digital model developed of 1940s-1960s state 

house to understand construction
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The research involved constructing a detailed digital 
model of an original 1940s-1960s state house 
typology to understand construction techniques. 
The exercise provided further understanding of the 
site for research. 
The specific house typology for research was of 
timber weatherboard and tile roof construction, the 
most common housing typology. 40% of the homes 
were timber weatherboard construction (Firth, 
1949, p. 70). Each home would be 3D scanned for 
accuracy and apply a design strategy to adapt to 
varying houses appropriately. 
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Fig 4.5 Detailed digital model developed of 1940s-1960s state 

house to understand construction
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• The six critical issues identified to inform the 
design framework (Chapter 5.0) to drive the 
design, particularly airtightness, insulation, 
thermal bridging, windows and doors, to 
improve energy efficiency. 

• The standardised house components will 
provide a standard base for design, although 
variations across the homes will occur, and 
therefore, the design should adapt accordingly. 
3D scanning technology scans the existing 
building and produces a point cloud for an 
accurate digital model of the existing home and 
could be used for an exact digital interpretation 
of each home. The design will then be able 
to be adapted appropriately to each existing 
home. The approach also widens the strategy 
to existing homes beyond the scope of the state 
house. 
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Framework to inform design

Designed process to addressing the research

Analysis supporting research and informing design

ESTABLISHING A DESGIN STRATEGY

THE DESIGN STRATEGY
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The following chapter fulfils the objective: Propose a 
design strategy for inefficient 1940s-1960s housing 
in New Zealand to increase the home’s thermal 
performance without occupant displacement.
The chapter establishes a framework to inform a 
design strategy process addressing the existing 
housing occupant environment. The framework sets 
limitations to direct the design process. 

Research
Gap

Framework

Construction
Industry

Home
Impact

Energy
E�ciency

Passive
Design

Design
Standards

Economic 
Bene�t

Changes 
Ahead

Environmental
Experience
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Digitalisation

Case
Studies

State 
House

Background

Fig 5.1 Establishing a framework - part 1 of Methodology 

Diagram (Chapter 1.0)
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Fig 5.2 Diagram establishing the framework informing 

the design strategy
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Fig 5.3 Diagram of design framework informing the 

design strategy

1.0 4.0

2.0 5.0

3.0 6.0
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The 
Design 
Strategy.

5.2
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Fig 5.4 The design strategy process diagram

The Design Strategy

The design strategy is a process designed to radically 
improve the thermal performance of existing New 
Zealand houses to enrich peoples home experience 
in response to the research question. 
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Fig 5.6 Comparison diagram of the design strategy 

concept highlighting components addressed in the 

research and relevant chapter reference
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• The design strategy was the design of a process 
to improve the thermal performance of homes 
for an enriched home experience. 

• The theoretical process was established from 
research and design exploration, therefore it is 
expected that the strategy process would evolve 
with further development.

• Each step of the process would need to be 
designed, tested and developed. For the scope 
of the thesis components within the strategy 
process were explored to test possible design 
experience and performance outcomes and 
propose a visual output of the strategy. 

• The key components of the strategy for further 
development within the thesis research are the 
base component, program component and the 
adaption component. 
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Fig 5.7 Design process method to investigate the design 

of components within the design strategy 

The Design Strategy

Initial
Design

Base
Component

Program
Component

Adaption
Component

Framework
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The following section assesses further relavant 
background research (Chapter 2.0) to identify 
further findings to support the use of the framework 
and inform design research. 

Supportive
Findings & 
Analysis

5.3
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Various design standards exist for design well beyond 
the New Zealand standard to aim toward sustainable 
design, net-zero energy, and occupant comfort. Key 
guidelines relevant for retrofitting existing homes 
are; 
• EnerPHit – The Passive House guidelines 

appropriate for existing homes. The variation 
of design amongst existing buildings provides 
more significant thermal efficiency challenges, 
particularly around managing thermal bridging 
around existing construction components 
(Passive House Institute, 2015b). Very high-
performance standards and effective design 
principles to follow. However, more labour 
intensive to design and test for the high 
standards, but the effort would be worthwhile 
once a series of solutions for the existing 
housing typologies developed. 

• eHaus Pacific – Design guidelines tailored to 
follow PassivHaus principles for New Zealand 
homes to a lower performance standard. The 
guidelines do not achieve net-zero energy but 
support a lower-cost alternative for a home 
performance similar to Passive House (eHaus, 
2019). A more achievable standard compared to 
Enerphit for New Zealand, however, therefore 
less efficient overall. 

• Homestar – Design tool to measure the health, 
warmth and efficiency of New Zealand homes 
specific for the local conditions (NZGBC, 2020). 

Inspired by higher international standards, 
Homestar provides a rating scale to measure 
how well the home achieves the criteria. An 
approach less rigid than the higher Passive 
House standards, more achievable but less 
effective.

• Living Building Challenge – A holistic design 
framework to enhance the relationship between 
people, community and nature to reconnect, 
restore and generate the living world. The green 
standard aims for the designed built environment 
to sustainably create positive environmental 
impacts. The positive environmental impact is 
to improve the surrounding environment, social 
equity, biodiversity, climate, culture and place 
(International Living Future Institute, 2019). The 
framework follows excellent holistic imperatives 
to drive the design and requires a rigorous 
design to fully achieve all imperatives. If the 
design were to be developed to detail in the 
future, a very effective design strategy to New 
Zealand homes could be produced. 

The standards establish a relevant and appropriate 
framework for the design strategy (Figure 5.3).
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Thermal bridge free design

Airtightness

Passive House windows

Efficient heat generation

Renewable energy sources

NZ eHaus windows & doors

Density & Resource Efficiency

Energy, Health & Comfort

Water

Waste

Management

Materials

Site

Innovation

Place - Ecology; urban agriculture;
habitat; human living

Water - Use; net positive

Energy - Net positive; energy & carbon 
reduction

Health & Happiness - Indoor environment; 
performance; access to nature 

Materials - Responsible; net positive 
waste; sourcing

Equity - Inclusion; Universal access

Beauty - Eduction & inspiration; 
Beauty & Biophilia

Ventilation with heat recovery

Thermal insulation

BASE STRATEGY DESIGN

PROGRAM DESIGN

ADAPTABILITY DESIGN

DESIGN STANDARDS

Heat generation as appropriate for 
overall strategy, outside design scope

Integrate into strategy as appropriate, 
outside design scope

Use of existing housing stock

Thermal envelope design to reduce 
energy, impact health & comfort 

Water e�cient �ttings & design, outside 
thesis scope

Construction waste, strategy design to 
optimise fabrication to limit waste

Safety of site & construction, prefab 
allows control, beyond research scope

Responsible selection for lowered
environmental impact

Ecological enhancement opportunity 
for program

Initiative to reduce environmental 
impact by using existing resource

Connection & relation to natural 
environment program opportunity

Realign value of water use and energy,
outside thesis scope

Renewable energy source, reduce 
energy demand by improving existing

Spaces for species to thrive, improve 
indoor & program design opportunity

Ecologically restorative & transparent,
limit investigation for research scope

Design for all inclusion,  supporting 
life & richness

Need for beauty & connection between
people & nature

Relevant Search AreasDesign Series Findings & Take forward Forward Design Development

Passiv Haus Pinciples
(5 basic principles)
(Passive House 
Ins�tute, 2015b).

EnerPHIT
(5 basic principles)
(Passive House 
Ins�tute, 2015b). 

 

eHaus Pacific
(eHaus, 2019).  

Homestar
(7 Categories)
(NZGBC, 2020).

 

Living Building Challenge 
(7 Petals, 20 Imperatives)
(Interna�onal Living 

Future Ins�tute, 2019). 

Design of strategy to insulate & 
manage heat loss existing

Design of strategy to reduce existing 
thermal bridging

Design of strategy to increase existing 
airtightness

Replace existing with higher 
performing windows

Replace existing with higher 
performing windows

Integrate into overall strategy,
beyond design scope of thesis 

Fig 5.8 Diagram findings of influenticial higher performing 

design standards benefitial for home and occupant to inform 

design
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Fig 5.9 Diagram assessing passive design strategies findings to inform 

design resulting from Climate Consultant 6.0, UCLA Energy Design Tools Group 

(2019). Suggested passive design strategies as appropriate for Wellington, 

New Zealand. Wellington weather data retrieved from ASHRAE (2001). The 

strategies were assessed and selected as appropriate for an existing building 

typology to inform the design.

Use of low mass, tightly sealed, well 
insulated construction

Well insulated & airtight to optimise 
internal heat gains 

BASE STRATEGY DESIGN
Minimise heat transfer through glazing

PASSIVE DESIGN STRATEGIES

Design of strategy to insulate and 
manage heat loss existing

Replace existing windows for 
higher performing

Material selection & construction 
method of strategy

Orientate glazing North (with overhangs 
for excess summer exsposure) for passive 
solar heating gain

Lower night indoor comfort temperature 
to reduce energy consumption

Extend outdoor living area with sunny 
wind-protected outdoor spaces

Glazing orientation limited by 
existing building design, shading design 
opportunities for wall program as appropriate

Impact of occupant behaviour education 
and stragey for home, beyond design scope

Opportunity  for the design of wall program 
to use the design strategy to enhance existing 
living area & experience

High mass interior surfaces to store 
winter passive heat & summer coolth

Interior design & material selection of 
existing outside scope of research

Optimise floorplan, north windows 
and roof wind protection

Floorplan, window location and roof 
form to be as existing

Optimise floor area to avoid 
excessive heating and cooling

Floor area to be as existing

Vented attic over well insulated ceiling Internal ceiling insulation to be 
integrated into design strategy

Additional insulation for consistent 
indoor temperature

High insulation standard for occupant 
comfort and health

Tree planting to not shade & restrict 
passive solar gain to windows

Consider impact of program selection 
and integration of vegetation

Form of ventilation & heat recovery 
for indoor air quality

Increase in airtightness will require 
addition of heat recovery ventilation system 
for air quality & occupant comfort

Garage & storage location on coldest 
wind side to help insulate

Locate program storage on South side of 
building where appropriate to site

Insulating curtains for night time 
heat loss

New internal window dressings to 
reduce heat loss, beyond project scope

Exterior wind breaks and planting 
for protection from cold

Opportunity for wall program to 
strategically improve cold wind impact on home

Relevant Search AreasDesign Series Findings & Take forward Forward Design Development

Passive Design Techniques

PROGRAM DESIGN

ADAPTABILITY DESIGN
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Fig 5.10 Diagram findings from the 14 Patterns of Biophilia, (Browning et 

al., 2014, p. 23) to inform the experience framework through the Program 

Component to enrich health and well-being with environmental experience. 

The three types of program brief identified as supporting the innate human-

nature connection (Chapter 2.0)

Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuli

Visual Connection with Nature

REFUGE

PLAY

SUSTAIN

Non-Visual Connection with Nature

14 PATTERNS OF BIOPHILIC DESIGN

View of nature & living

Seat

Nook

Shelter

Climb

Store

Bar

Vegetation

Table

Cook

Senses connection - sound, smell, 
touch, taste

Non-rhythmic light, sound, 
experiences

Thermal & Airflow Variability

Presence of Water

Mimic nature

See, hear or touch

Dynamic & Diffuse Light Varying light & shadow

Connection with Natural Systems Seasonal and temporary changes

Biomorphic Forms & Patterns Patterns & textures 

Material Connection with Nature Processing, local ecology & geology

Complexity & Order Sensory information similar to 
nature order

Prospect View over distance 

Refuge Retreat place - protected from behind
and overhead

Mystery Partial obscurity to entice or sensory
stimulation

Risk/Peril Percieve threat from place of safety

Principles Findings & Take forward Program Brief
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Fig 5.11 Assessment of th design research strategy in response 

to the 9 Sustainable Development Goals, Author’s image with icons 

adapted from World Green Building Council Sustainable Development 

Goals (2017)
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Fig 5.12 The following two page diagram frames the design 

strategy within the concept business model inspired by Ash Maurya’s 

Lean Canvas template model. 

Concept Business Model
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Approaches to the envelope & base strategy

Future thinking of materials, construction 
& performance influence on design using 
digital tools

Holistic & wider impact opportunity of 
strategy to regenerate & revitalise

BASE EXPLORATION

RESPONSIVE EXPLORATION

INTEGRATED EXPLORATION

6.1

6.2

6.3
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The following chapter researches an initial design 
exploration to invesitigate how the thermal 
performance of existing New Zealand houses could 
be radically improved to enrich peoples home 
experience. The initial background research and 
subsequent framework formed a base for a wide 
design exploration. 

The initial designs explored three key areas of 
possible focus for the research:
• The Base Exploration looked at the base strategy 

approach and how to address the envelope 
itself for the broad concept at a pragmatic level.

• The Advanced Exploration looked at addressing 
the problem beyond current material, 
construction and technology abilities. It used the 
poor performing home to influence and inform 
the design using digital tools and proposing 
future possibilities. 

• The Holistic Exploration looked at the holistic 
and wider opportunity for impact through 
the strategy. The possibility to use the 
design strategy to regenerate life, health and 
wellbeing for people not limited to ecology, 
biophilia, choice, community, environmental 
regeneration, and adaptability.

The breadth of the exploration opened many design 
opportunities to then be critiqued for direction, 
scope and further refinement of the strategy. 
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6.1
Base Exploration
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Fig 6.2  Base exploration concepts
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The base exploration explored the external envelope 
for the initial approach to retrofit without displacing 
the occupants. 
The passive design learnings, control layer design 
principles, case studies and existing home learnings 
influenced the external wall design. The design 
process began to outline key issue areas of a 
continuous envelope and detailing around the eaves 
and windows. The following process of strategies 
addresses a continuous external envelope. 
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Fig 6.3  Continuous envelope design process
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Disadvantages:

• May require uneccessary additional materials to 
encase the home resulting in a higher financial 
and carbon cost. 

• The eaves region could be problematic with 
connection to the window. 

• The state home design often involves the 
windows extending to the eaves and therefore 
there is likely to be insufficient space above 
the window for an external system. Part of the 
eave lining could be removed to create required 
space for the system. 

Findings:

• Further development could explore removing 
the eave to gain appropriate clearance above 
the windows for more wall design opportunity. 

The concept investigated a continuous envelope 
around the existing home through a fully external 
strategy. The result would be a new shell for the 
home. 

Advantages: 

• Creates opportunity for upgrading home 
appearance.

• Allows more streamlined connectivity between 
control layers of the new system around the 
existing home. 

• The system could be prefabricated and installed 
on site with limited disruption to occupants. 

• The strategy could be more easily adapted to 
differing housing types. 
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Fig 6.4  Eave removal design process
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Disadvantages:

• The approach would require more on-site 
time for eave overhang removal. Although, 
the time and cost may be compensated by 
increased installation efficiency of the design 
and prefabrication. 

• The eave removal approach would change 
the appearance and give a new identity to 
the homes. It would move beyond the home 
identity, perhaps a step too far in revitalisation 
for communities or a welcomed renewal into 
the current day. 

Findings:

• The concept is likely to require more work than 
necessary to achieve improved home thermal 
performance.

The general concept explores a continuous envelope 
around the existing home by removing the eaves 
overhang to control the connections of the external 
strategy. The removal of the eave overhang mitigates 
the issues identified in B1 and B3 where control of 
moisture, penetration and sufficient space above 
windows could be controlled for a continuous 
envelope. 
 
Advantages:

• Continuous connectivity between the roof and 
wall control layers. 

• Space gained above the window allows sufficient 
space for the insulating system to be installed. 

• Creates opportunity for upgrading home 
appearance.

• Adaptable design for differing housing types. 
• The system could be prefabricated and installed 

on site with limited disruption to occupants. 
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Fig 6.5  External wall and internal ceiling insulation design 

process
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Disadvantages:

• Penetrates eaves to connect to the underside 
of the roof increasing  onsite time, cost and 
occupant disruption. Additionally, a potential 
increased risk of roof structure damage by 
moisture. 

• Installed beneath the roof line requiring more 
materials materials and more complicated 
installation due to the roof slope, to insulate the 
uninhabited ceiling cavity.

Findings:

• Further investigation to connect directly above 
the ceiling space while maintaining control layer 
connectivity, to reduce unnecessary excess 
material use. 

The concept explores a continuous envelope around 
the existing home through external wall and floor 
control layers and connect with internal control 
layers through the eaves to the underside the roof. 
The existing roof then would become a rain screen 
to the new control layer strategy. To result in a 
protective shell to the home. 

Advantages:

• Continuous envelope above the ceiling, avoids 
ceiling lighting pentrations. 

• Mitigate roof leakages and damages, essentially 
acting as a new roof barrier able to shed water 
down to the new walls to the exterior. 
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Fig 6.6  The following sketches of the detail exploration design 

process
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Fig 6.7  Detail exploration design process
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Findings:

• Use of interlocking prefabricated panels and 
corner joints streamline the design.

The detail concept of a self-supported core structural 
system connecting from the foundation through 
the walls. The walls and roof interlock to form the 
envelope. The core system worked as corner edge 
support to the roof. The design supported both  the 
walls and roof to allow for a full external connection 
to wrap around the existing home. 

Advantages:

• Continuous connection between components. 

Disadvantages: 

• The core structural system jointing the system 
together to form the self-supported system 
likely overly designed. 

• The cost and time to install such system would 
be unnecessarily increased as a result. 
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• External envelope continuity for airtightness, 
thermal, water and vapour control.

• Remove soffit lining for  more access above the 
roof and to the roof cavity. 

• Keep the walls as the primary strategy and 
further explore the method of connecting to the 
roof space and subfloor. 

• Refine the strategy without the unnecessary use 
of excess materials to manage time, disruption, 
resources, environmental and financial cost. 

• All of the initial methods require some level of 
disruption to the eave junction. 

• Materials need to be selected as appropriate 
for design and environmental impacts. The 
material itself will likely inform the design of the 
wall and external strategy itself. However full 
investigation of materials beyond the scope of 
the project but crucial for future development.
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Fig 6.9 Parametric digital models responding to thermal 

imaging producing wall concepts
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The responsive design approach explores the home 
defects to inform design using digital parametric 
design tools. The design of the series was to explore 
the potential of future technology to respond to the 
existing home conditions and not limited by current 
retrofit design approaches and materials.
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Fig 6.10 Concept design for responding to thermal imaging 

using parametric digital tools
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Fig 6.11 Concept design for responding to thermal imaging 

using parametric digital tools explored wrapping around the 

windows to mitigate thermal bridging and heat loss. 
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Fig 6.12 Concept design for responding to thermal imaging 

using parametric digital tools integrating materials and density
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notion of a pragmatic thermal response.

Disadvantages: 

• Design aesthetic unresolved and potentially 
unnecessary design intervention.

• Further investigation needed of the realities of 
wall fluctuation performance.

• Unique wall outcomes require individualised 
prefabrication. 

• Slower construction of each individually 
responding panel may require too much on-site 
time.

• Uncertainty of the performance effectiveness of 
varying the insulation density.

Findings: 

• The parametric response provided a base for 
further investigation of parametric design 
adaptability to be integrated into the overall 
design strategy.

• The outcome highlighted how the existing wall 
performed and particular areas for focus.

• Attention to window thermal bridging and 
treatment of windows is crucial for the design 
strategy.

• Initial design responding to wall performance 
could function pragmatically and for home use 
experience. 

• Further material and technology construction 
development  opportunites. Materials, such as 
renewable Mycelium, could be set into a flexible 
and adaptable mould to each exact form needed 
responding to the parametric design. Another 
approach could explore robotic 3D printing to 
form the wall panels to minimise material waste.

The design concept utilised the thermal imaging 
analysis in Chapter 4.0 to inform a dynamic 
response to the envelope performance issues 
using Grasshopper parametric design tools. The 
colours generated became parameters for insulation 
thickness. 
The concepts tested a series of wall responses to 
indicative thermal and airtightness inconsistencies. 
The design used the thermal image  spectrum to 
inform a performance design response modifying 
parametrically to envelope issues areas. The R3 
concepts explored the idea of varying insulation 
density as a response. A possible method of  
managing excessive use of resources and reducing 
some cost of the strategy by adapting the insulation 
as necessary for performance. 

Advantages: 

• Push the boundaries of current design practice.
• Explore parametric digital tools informing 

adaptable design  to produce unique wall 
outcomes.

• Reactive to thermal inconsistencies to develop 
appropriate control layer mitigation.

• Anticipate design possibilities for 
underdeveloped technologies.

• Controllable resource use with digitalisation.
• The design exploration visually expressed the 
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Fig 6.13 Concept design for 3D printing of recycled waste 

material for on site fabrication 
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Disadvantages: 

• Robot cost, accessibility, site conditions, 
particularly hilly sites, on-site construction 
environment could provide very difficult and 
therefore greatly vary the outcome of the 
strategy.

Findings: 

• Design concept beyond the scope of the project, 
however a possible area for future exploration.

• Propose and explore a similar approach but using 
prefabrication techniques to control conditions 
of time, cost, materials, site environment during 
construction.

• Parametric digital tools for adaptability to be 
integrated.

To further explore the thermal imaging response, 
the design concept explored robotic 3D printing 
of recycled waste material for on site fabrication. 
The concept proposed robotic digital technology 
to print the external envelope in-situ. The aim was 
for a zero-waste construction method through a 
continuous print to the home. The design could use a 
construction technique similar to fly knit technology 
approaches with the intention of future technology 
and materials development.

Advantages: 

• Effective use of resources to limit waste and use 
only what is needed.

• Exploration of reusing available materials.
• Vast possibility for architectural aesthetic 

exploration with digital tools.
• Design boundaries pushed by considering 

possible technologies.
• Parametrically adaptable to design variability.
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• Parametric design tools inform design 
adaptability.

• Beneficial for a wider scope of possible design 
strategies to retrofit the existing home.

• Learnings of issue areas from parametrically 
responding to existing wall performance.

• Mitigate thermal bridging and heat loss in wall 
defects particularly around window detailing.

• Thermal imaging and performance testing to 
be integrated into digital tools and parametric 
design strategy. 

• Construction and prefabrication techniques able 
to control and manage conditions of time, cost, 
materials, site environment during construction. 

• The parameters of the system adapt as 
appropriate to the digital model of the existing 
home.

• An appropriate retrofit system could adapt 
with parameters such as wall thickness, size, 
materials, wall use and geometry.
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Fig 6.15 Concept series to create greater home 

experience for the occupant and environment by combining 

program elements.
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Identified in Chapters 2, the impact of housing 
directly affects the occupant’s health and well-being. 
The design series explores how the wall could  create 
experience beyond performance and pragmatic 
function for a greater holistic regeneration for 
occupants, community and the environment. 
Particularly to explore opportunities for growth, life, 
urban agriculture and biophilia, and explore design 
aesthetic variations to encourage occupant choice 
and diverse design outcomes. The concept series 
explores the combination of wall function program 
and elements to form the overall strategy.
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Fig 6.16 Concept series of varying wall materiality and 

functions
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Disadvantages: 

• Variations may not work so well throughout 
the housing typologies or depending on site 
conditions and orientation (planting may not be 
realistic if limited sun access).

• Material compatibility with existing home and 
aesthetic.

Findings: 

• Further exploration of how the design could be 
integrated into the existing home aesthetically 
and functionally.

• Further exploration for intention of selection for 
wall choice, use and outcome.

• Further development of the design around 
windows and openings.

The design concept explored the variation of wall 
panels, potential functions and use. Material design, 
pattern and visual expression began to explore how 
the wall could be used beyond performance and 
opportunity for architectural enrichment.

Advantages: 

• Various material combinations possible.
• Integration of passive design techniques such as 

shading where necessary into wall design.
• Integration of vegetation, pattern and edible 

gardens.
• Opportunities to explore home experience and 

diversity as appropriate for home and occupant 
needs.
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Fig 6.17 Concept series of detail development for 

integrated program
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Findings: 

• Further exploration of continuity between wall 
layers and components to integrate program.

• Further detail exploration of construction 
particularly around openings and how to 
address thermal bridging and mitigate heat loss 
while ensuring a usable window. 

The design concept explored potential detailing 
of wall and program integration. Particularly how 
to address thermal bridging and heat loss around 
the window to then integrate usable program and 
aesthetic components with the detailing. 

Advantages: 

• Program addition enriches design strategy 
complexity and occupant benefit with greater 
purpose beyond simply improving wall 
performance. 

• Vast aesthetic variations and possibilities. 
Constrained by the purpose of the program.

• Attention to detail around key problem areas 
such as thermal bridging around the windows.

Disadvantages: 

• Added layer of program adds complexity for 
construction.

• Added cost and resource use with additional wall 
components. However, potentially balanced out 
by  benefit of wall features.

• Continuity between varying program and 
materials.
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Fig 6.18 Concept series of program integration collective 

application to existing home
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Disadvantages: 

• Construction and continuity between differing 
program elements and materials.

• Added layer of program adds complexity for 
construction.

• Potential increase in cost and resources. May 
be able to be balanced by material selections, 
technologies, construction techniques and 
added value from strategy. 

Findings: 

• Environment enrichment and home experience 
a key component of the design strategy to be 
further explored and developed. 

• Construction and detailing needs development 
to achieve continuity between  program 
elements.

• Possibility of design strategy to positively 
impact people, health and well-being beyond 
performance of the home.

• Exploration needs development of program 
types, use, materials, construction and 
limitations. 

The design program further explored how to  
integrate the initial design explorations and 
apply them collectively to the existing home. An 
exploration how varying design aesthetics and 
function may work collectively to inform the overall 
design strategy and enrich the home experience.

Advantages: 

• Opportunity to further explore how the design 
elements combine and come together.

• Opportunity to greatly enrich home and 
occupant experience.

• Design strategy effective impact on occupants 
with integration of program beyond wall 
performance. 

• Vast aesthetic variations and possibilities. 
Constrained by the purpose of the program.

• Value of the home and of the design strategy 
is increased by the enrichment for occupant 
experience and health and well being.
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Fig 6.19 Exploration of timber paneling to form a screen 

as a design strategy. The screen could be used to support 

plant growth. The paneling could be explored further for 

pattern, expression, identity and materials.

Fig 6.20 Exploration of self-sufficiency, urban agriculture 

and growth integrated into the design strategy. The 

approach considers biophilia, environmental regeneration 

for community and ecology restoration.
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Fig 6.21 Future strategy approach to expand the home 

beyond the research scope of the thesis however a possible 

future development. 
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• Gap in research for integration of program and 
therefore a fresh design opportunity for the 
design strategy.

• Holistic intervention enriches and revitalises the 
occupant experience, the greater community 
and the environment while responding to the 
pragmatic performance needs of the home.

• Program design opportunity to explore further 
as an feasible addition to the existing home

• Benefits on people, health and well-being 
beyond performance of the home.

• Design and program aesthetic variations for 
diversity, identity, material use, construction 
and intended function to be further explored

• Construction and detailing of varying program 
elements and feasibility of integration to be 
further explored

• Development of detailing around openings 
for thermal bridging and heat loss to further 
explore program integration.

• Future exploration of adapting the home as 
the occupant needs change. With the aim to 
enhance the life of the home as well as existing 
material and resource use.  
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Limitations:

• The process identified the limitation to focus 
the research on the wall strategy as the most 
consistent throughout housing typologies and 
as the opportunity location to integrate program 
with the envelope. 

• The process identified the limitation to inform 
the strategy for parametric adaptability however 
limit the heat loss design response as beyond 
the research scope.

• Design aesthetics, pattern, materiality to inform 
program to be limited to manage the design 
exploration. However, the design process 
highlights the benefit of an adaptive design 
strategy. Therefore, greater design exploration 
would be assumed for future development

• The level of design exploration at concept level 
only and does not claim the options explored 
are the only possible methods of exploration 
but some considerations. 

Critical Reflection:

• A key issue area for the application of an 
external envelope was around the eaves and 
window head. Therefore, the eaves lining at 
least needs to be removed as a less invasive 
option compared to fully cutting off the eaves 
or an unsuccessful wrap around the eaves to 
support envelope continuity. 

• The thermal imaging design response would 
take the project in a direction beyond the scope 
of the research. However, it could be an avenue 
worth exploring in the future to manage the 
representation and visual impact of the strategy. 
The digital tools and parametric design used to 
explore the approach are fundamental to the 
overall scheme of the strategy.

• The collective program integration concept 
explores how the home could be enriched 
beyond the performance of the strategy. 
Greater development was needed to inform use 
and continuity between the components. 
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connections between elements such as wall to 
roof and floor components to address thermal 
bridging and heat loss.

• The digital tools and process used to explore 
the responsive exploration particularly the 
adaptability of parametric design, to be used for 
developing an adaptable design strategy.

• The opportunity to explore program and use 
beyond the performance proposes potential 
to enrich the home and experience for the 
occupant, home and environment.

• The further development of architectural 
expression, identity,  aesthetics, environmental 
and biophilia contributions through design 
approaches for envrionmental enrichment.

• The program components could collectively 
form an overall concept strategy for the existing 
home

Findings:

The initial design process identified the possible 
breadth of design opportunities within the design 
strategy for further development. Figure 6.19 
highlights key findings from the design series to 
inform further development. 

The following outline key findings influencing further 
development:
• From the base exploration designs it was found 

the more effective approach was to focus on the 
external wall strategy and propose an approach 
for the ceiling and floor strategy integrated into 
the existing home to limit the disruption to the 
existing home and occupants.

• The lack of space between the eaves and window 
head was problematic to provide enough space 
for heat loss and thermal bridging mitigation 
above the openings.

• The detailing and construction of the envelope 
to support envelope continuity around the 
connections are fundamental to develop 
further. Particularly around the openings and 
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EXTERNAL WALL

RECYCLE REUSE PRINT

RESPONSE TO PERFORMANCE

DENISTY RESPONSE

MATERIALS

IDENTITY & EXPRESSION

PEOPLE LIFE BIOPHILIA

ENVIRONMENTAL REGENERATION

ADAPTABILITY

SITE ORIENTATION SOLAR

PREFABRICATED

ROOF & WALL CONTINOUS ENVELOPE

BASE STRATEGY DESIGN

PROGRAM DESIGN

ADAPTABILITY DESIGN

REMOVE EAVES

DESIGN CONCEPTS

Large scale intervention, 
focus scope of research

Potentially excessive intervention, 
disrupt occupants

Limits research scope, feasible 
for real world application

DETAIL & CONSTRUCTION Findings relevent to develop further, 
reconsider overdesign

Crucial for future research, 
cautious of project scope

Opportunity for future research,
cautious of project scope

Use of digital tools to inform design 

Use of digital tools to inform design 

Important area to take forward, 
cautious of project scope

Important area to be explored, 
beyond project scope

Important area to take forward, 
cautious of project scope

Crucial to in�uence design, further 
development for future

Digital tools ability of adaption 

Architectural impact, 
cautious of project scope

Relevant Search AreasDesign Series Findings & Take forward Forward Design Development

BASE EXPLORATION

ADVANCED EXPLORATION

HOLISTIC EXPLORATION

1.0

2.0

3.0

Fig 6.22 Initial design concept findings and the positioning 

findings for further design development
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GSEducationalVersion

A4 *1:1 Section 1:1

Base

1:2

The following Chapter fulfils the research 
objective:  Propose a design strategy for inefficient 
1940s-1960s housing in New Zealand to increase 
the home’s thermal performance without occupant 
displacement. The objective was to develop an 
envelope retrofit design concept for the 1940s-1960s 
state house to improve thermal performance and 
energy efficiency while not displacing the occupants. 

The issues of the 1940s-1960s state house typology 
affecting occupant health and wellbeing were 
investigated by building upon the base model 
investigation (Chapter 4.0), with findings informed 
by case studies (Chapter 3.0), the design framework 
(Chapter 5.0) and initial design findings (Chapter 
6.0). The concept proposes how the base component 
functions within the design strategy (refer to Chapter 
5.0). 

Fig 7.1 Integrated section diagram highlighting focus areas de-

veloped in the base component with key design findings
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The thermal envelope is the critical area of heat loss 
between the interior and exterior environments 
(Figure 7.2). The concept design exploration 
investigates the continuous envelope around the 
existing state house that could be designed not 
requiring occupant displacement.
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Fig 7.2 Diagram of envelope heat loss and hermal bridging inform-

ing design of base component

GSEducationalVersion

A4 1:1 Existing Home 1:1

%
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Fig 7.3 Diagram of control layer findings

The construction and detailing of the external 
envelope are fundamental to either strengthening 
the home’s thermal performance or worsening 
the problem (refer to Chapter 4.0), as highlighted 
by Quinn (Sustainable Engineering Ltd, 2019, p. 
2). The Perfect Wall concept by Joseph Lstiburek 
(2010) outlines the importance of the four control 
layers, water, air, vapour and thermal, in the 
form of a continuous envelope to the building to 
protect the building’s structure (p. 1). Performance 
engineering research in New Zealand emphasises 
the importance of the four fundamental principles’ 
to inform successful building enclosure performance 
(McIsaac, 2020; Quinn, 2018). The control layer 
principles outlined the importance of envelope 
continuity and influenced the base component 
design to prioritise envelope continuity within the 
investigation. It was assumed the prefabricated wall 
unit would be constructed following the four control 
layer principles similar to that of the panels used in 
the Energiesprong case study (Chapter 4.0) by RC 
Panels (2021). 

01
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0 3

0 4

01

0 2
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Fig 7.4 Sketch process to understand control layer concepts of 

envelope to inform design
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Fig 7.5 Sketch process thinking working out possible envelope 

development
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Fig 7.6  Concept process sketches for the detailing of a contin-

uous envelope and addressing window openings
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Fig 7.7  Concept process sketches for the addressing window 

openings
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• A design considered greater wall overlap to the 
windows to limit thermal bridging. However, the 
approach would only work for fixed windows. 
The overlap would restrict the window from 
opening. 

• A design to keep the existing windows was briefly 
compared as the least likely solution to disrupt 
the occupants and potentially limiting upfront 
costs and on-site time. An option considered 
aligning the new wall to the window as near as 
possible. However, the performance standards 
would still require additional glazing units and, 
therefore, likely to disrupt the occupant greater 
than with window replacement. The outcome 
suggests removing the window and replacing it 
with an integrated, prefabricated wall unit. 

• The existing window removed, and the opening 
bridged by the new window and sill unit. 
Design of the thermal bridging and insulation 
development supporting greater control of the 
heat transfer. The new windows are likely to 
have higher upfront financial costs. However, 
the increased energy efficiency and thermal 
reduces operational energy costs for the long-
term benefit.
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The replacement of the window openings is a 
problem area during wall unit installation to manage 
the least occupant disruption. The following 
sequence series critiques possible approaches to 
installing the wall unit before or after removing the 
existing window.

Envelope Control 
Layers
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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Critical Reflection:

The approach requires removing the existing window 
before installing the base unit. Therefore creating 
some occupant disruption. Further exploration 
would explore the option to limit occupant disruption 
by potentially removing the existing window after 
the base unit is installed. 

Fig 7.8  Concept sequence of base unit installed after window 

removed
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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Critical Reflection:

The approach allows for the windows to be removed 
after the base unit is installed. The approach aims to 
limit occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed 
home at all times.

To fit below the existing window the new window 
was designed to be installed under the existing sill. 
Therefore the interior jamb and sill component 
would need to extend to meet the lower base unit. 

The frame of the window would then need to be 
larger to extend at least above the sill component. 
Therefore impacting the overall window aesthetic. 

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should 
be refined to suit the existing home. Particularly an 
approach to reduce the need to install the window 
lower could help to resolve the visual impact and 
tricky installation of the jamb and sill component. 

Fig 7.9  Concept sequence of base unit installed before window 

removed
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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Critical Reflection:

The approach allows for the windows to be removed 
after the base unit is installed. The approach aims to 
limit occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed 
home at all times.

The designed approach would require more labour 
to cut through all of the opening window sills, 
increasing on site time and labour cost. Potentially 
creating greater disruption to the occupant with on-
site construction noise, time and the finacial impact. 

Going forward a further development should explore 
an approach that does not require any adaption to 
the existing home as per the initial design framework. 

Fig 7.10  Concept sequence of base unit installed before 

window removed
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

Going forward  - Would need to find an

approach to install the Base Unit first

before removing the existing window to

further minimise occupant disruption (ie

swap Stage 2 & 3)

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4
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Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
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Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.
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Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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Unit
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Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach would require work to cut through all of the opening

sills, increasing on site time and labour cost.

Going forward a further development should explore an approach that

does not require any adaption to the existing home as per the initial

design framework.

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach installs the new window lower to fit under the existing

window sill. It results in the window sill installed higher. The main

window frame would need to be larger to accommodate with suitable

internal aesthetics.

Going forward a variation of the aesthetic should be refined to suit the

existing home.

Base Unit installed below existing window

sill

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

STAGE 3STAGE 3
Base Unit installed Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape

STAGE 2
Trim existing window sill

Base Unit installed

STAGE 4
Window sill insert installed

Seal joint between sill and existing wall

STAGE 1
Existing Window Sill

STAGE 5
Adaptable program unit installed to Base

Unit

Critical Reflection

The windows are removed after the base unit is installed. The

approach reduces occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed

home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program being pushed out

further away from the existing wall. Therefore increasing the overall

depth of the wall.

STAGE 3
Remove existing window

Seal existing framing with flexible flashing

tape
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Critical Reflection:

The approach allows for the windows to be removed 
after the base unit is installed. The approach aims to 
limit occupant disruption by having a fully enclosed 
home at all times.

The approach results in the base unit and program 
being pushed out further away from the existing 
wall. Therefore increasing the overall depth of 
the wall, the depth under the eaves, and visual 
aesthetic. The designed approach would allow 
for more adaptability between housing variations 
and typologies. Particularly around the window 
construction as the connecting battens and the sill 
insert could be extended to suit and adapt around 
each individual home. Especially with an accurate 
3D scanned digital model of the home to design an 
appropriate solution. 

Going foward the designed approach would need 
greater developement to ensure the effectiveness 
of the design. The openings explorations are not 
the only possible solutions but are some potential 
methods to approach the problem.   

Fig 7.11  Concept sequence of base unit installed before 

window removed
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Fig 7.12 Window openings detail concept series
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Critical Reflection:

The approach to install the base unit before the 
existing windows are removed would reduce 
occupant disruption by:

Advantage:

• Maintaining weathertightness throughout 
construction process. Helps to mitigate the 
issues from weather and site conditions for the 
on-site construction process. 

Disadvantage:

• The window removal would occur inside the 
home and have to be removed inside the house,  
likely creating greater disruption with noise, 
debris, the possible inability to manoeuvre the 
larger windows through rooms. Additionally, the 
work required to remove the windows could 
become difficult if the base unit is in the way 
to use tools effectively, potentially making the 
removal process more difficult. 

The approach to install the base unit after the existing 
windows are removed would reduce occupant 
disruption by:

Advantage:

• The construction removes the windows 
externally. The work could be undertaken 
cleanly and with sufficient space to remove the 
windows and provide a cleaner state for the 
base unit to be installed. 

Disadvantage:

• The weathertightness for the occupant would 
be compromised during the process. A solution 
to minimise the impact could be to stage the 
removal and installation process within the 
same day and stage the installation around the 
perimeter of the home. 

Outcome:

Therefore the approach to remove the windows 
before the base unit is installed may actually work 
out to be a better and less disruptive solution overall.
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The following explores the concept base component 
design and identifies the key design findings revealed 
in the process. 
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Fig 7.13 Integrated section diagram highlighting focus areas 

developed in the base component with key design findings

The Base Component
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GSEducationalVersion

A4 *1:1 Section 1:1

Fig 7.14 Wall to ceiling concept with key findings
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GSEducationalVersion

A4 *1:1 Section 1:1

Fig 7.15 Window head concept with key findings
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GSEducationalVersion

A4 *1:1 Section 1:1

Fig 7.16 Window sill concept with key findings
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GSEducationalVersion

A4 *1:1 Section 1:1

Fig 7.17 Foundation concept with key findings
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GSEducationalVersion

A4 *1:1 Section 1:1

10. Window sill liner

8. Prefab wall unit 
installation

7. Connecting unit 
installation

6. Foundation system 
support as appropriate

3. Ceiling insulation

2. Soffit removal

4. Remove existing 
window

1. Insulation to subfloor

9. Ventilation energy 
module installed

5. Wall unit connection 
preinstallation 

Fig 7.18 Sequence of the base component
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Fig 7.19 Concept 3D section of base component design
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Program

Adaption

Fig 7.20  Diagram highlighting base component

Base
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• Envelope Continuity - The research finding to 
develop a continuous envelope was challenging 
to achieve around the existing house. Particularly 
connecting to the subfloor insulation across the 
existing foundation wall but allow appropriate 
ventilation to the wall cavity. The ceiling to wall 
connection has more continuity, although the 
rafters would still compromise it. Ultimately 
the envelope strategy is a far more significant 
improvement to thermal performance. 

• Control Layers - The assumed simplified control 
layer structure for the retrofit was sufficient 
to explore the base component concept to 
explore a retrofit solution without displacing 
the occupants. Further, the development 
would explore the detail construction, 
material properties, material compatibility and 
selections to ensure adequate building envelope 
performance.

• Wall  - The wall unit component was the primary 
focus in the design exploration. The unit serves 
as a base to integrate the program component 
onto for home enrichment. Additionally, the wall 
unit is the area most likely to cause occupant 
disruption and therefore, the prefabricated unit 
design worked to cause the least disruption. The 
wall unit mitigates thermal bridging by breaking 
the path of thermal conductivity by a thermally 
broken cavity separation to the existing wall. 

• Ceiling - The design concept assumed a high 
level of insulation according to the design 
standards assessed in Chapter 5.0 as a simple 
and less invasive insulation design as explored 
in Chapter 7.0. The insulation and control layers 
must continually integrate with the connecting 
eave unit. Sufficient space to ventilate the ceiling 
cavity extends above the connection eave unit. 

• Floor  - The design concept assumed a high level 
of insulation according to the design standards 
assessed in Chapter 5.0 as a simplified floor 
insulation solution.  A continuous connection to 
the wall was not achieved around the existing 
foundation wall. However, the wall unit was 
designed to extend below the floor level to 
overlay the wall insulation beyond the subfloor 
to manage the base wall thermal bridging. The 
wall base is not to obstruct vents to the subfloor 
and to allow sufficient venting to the subfloor.

• Windows - The design concept assumed high 
performance windows into the prefabricated 
wall unit as found the most beneficial longterm 
solution for energy efficiency and occupant 
health and well-being. Although the removal of 
the existing windows will cause some disruption 
to the occupants. The opening sequence 
exploration found the approach to remove the 
windows before the base unit installation as a 
method least disruptive to occupants, especially 
with a sequential methodology addressing each 
elevation at a time. The window location aligned 
toward the centre to reduce thermal bridging 
was found to be the most efficient location 
(New Zealand Green Building Council, 2020, p. 
63). The window sill insert could be extended 
to suit and adapt to each home for adapting to 
each window size and depth. 

• Adaption - The concept would allow for more 
adaptability for program, between housing 
variations and typologies. 

• Future - The design approach would need 
further development refine and test the design 
performance of the envelope. 
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Design of parametric script

Design of parametric script

Design of parametric script8.4

Visualisation of program component applied to 
existing home

WALL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

PHYSICAL MODEL EXPLORATION

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM BRIEF SERIES
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The following Chapter fulfils the research objective:  
Propose an architectural response to enrich the 
environmental experience. The objective was to 
use an architectural program to enrich the human-
nature relationship to support health and well-being. 
The exploration supported by background research 
(Chapter 2.0), findings informing framework (Chapter 
5.0), and initial design findings (Chapter 6.0). The 
Chapter also fulfils the research objective: Explore 
the use of parametric digital tools for adaptability of 
the design strategy. The objective was to develop the 
digitalisation of the design adaptable to varying input 
parameters to result in diverse design outcomes. 

Fig 8.1  Extending the home experience to the external enve-

lope, Author’s sketch.
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Fig 8.2  The opportunity of the envelope boundary to 

explore the surrounding experience, Author’s image.
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The following exploration investigates and develops 
conceptual findings of Chapter 5.0 to integrate the 
program into the wall design for enriched envelope 
use and environmental experience. 
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Fig 8.3  A series of section explorations of program beyond per-

formance for occupant experience, Author’s sketches.
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Fig 8.4  Conceptual design beyond the pragmatic wall thermal 

performance.
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Fig 8.5  Conceptual program explorations, Author’s sketches.
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Fig 8.6  Conceptual program explorations of possible methods 

of wall adaptability and sequencing, Author’s sketches.

Adaption & Sequencing
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Findings:

• Opportunity to integrate program uses together.
• Opportunity to develop standardising wall 

panels to support cohesive integration.

Critical Reflection:

• The connection between differing panels would 
need to cohesively integrate, mainly through 
material combination, wall thickness and 
program function.

Wall Integration

Fig 8.7  Concept understanding implications of integrating pro-

gram wall units together, Author’s sketches.
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Program Integration

Findings:

• Opportunity to integrate program uses together.
• Opportunity to stage the integration of program 

added as needed over time.

Critical Reflection:

• The program integration could occur as part 
of the initial construction or to potentially be 
added later on as occupant needs changed.

Fig 8.8  Concept understanding implications of integrating pro-

gram uses together, Author’s sketches.
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The following physical models shifted medium to 
consider how the program could integrate with the 
envelope. 
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Fig 8.9 Physical program integration within wall panels, the 

idea for the program to fold into the envelope, Author’s Image
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Fig 8.10  Physical program integration within wall panels, 

the idea for the program to blend within the envelope, Au-

thor’s Image
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Fig 8.11  Close detail of seating program blending within the envelope, Author’s Image
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• Physical modelling was a useful tool to shift to 
a tangible design mode. It identified the higher 
labour time of such style of design. 

• The integration suggests how the program 
could seamlessly integrate within the overall 
wall strategy to the home.

• The curved wall elements integrate seating 
into a dynamic wall surface. However, each 
element’s construction would only be feasible 
with optimised digitisation for construction 
for the best use of materials and a feasible 
construction time. 

• The program output could vary greatly 
depending on visual appearance, materiality 
and intended program use.

Critical Reflections 
& Findings
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The following digital models develop the initial 
investigation of the integrated seating within the 
wall envelope and with multiple program types. 
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Fig 8.12  Seating position, variations and folding wall 

integration, Author’s Image

Program variation & 
integration into wall
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Fig 8.13  Seating integration of program between wall 

units, Author’s Image

Integration between 
program units
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Fig 8.14  Seat & Table Explorations, opportunity for integration of program 

between wall panels, Author’s Image

Integration between program 
units - multiple functions
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Fig 8.15 Program unit initial design visualisation, Author’s Image
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Fig 8.16 Program unit concept section design visual-

isation, Author’s Image
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Fig 8.17  Digital model seating concept, integration of 

program from physical model, Author’s Image
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• The digital exploration for seating explored the 
wall integration to fold the seating element 
into the wall for adaptability. Construction 
development and material selection would be 
needed to ensure sufficient structural support.

• The digital explorations revealed the need to 
develop the connection relationship between 
program units and how each unit corresponds 
with its neighbour. The relationship is critical to 
read the program as a whole. 

• Digitisation of the wall units would support the 
development of a streamlined connection and 
design between units.

• The integration of adaptable seating and table 
program into the wall could be tucked away 
when not used.

• The adaptable program allows for variation in 
use by occupants as desired and variability to 
the home visual representation.

• The program integration across units could 
hide the standardised wall unit resulting from 
prefabrication.

Critical Reflections 
& Findings
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Fig 5.10 Diagram findings from the 14 Patterns of Biophilia, (Browning et 

al., 2014, p. 23) to inform the experience framework through the Program 

Component to enrich health and well-being with environmental experience. 

The three types of program brief identified as supporting the innate human-

nature connection (Chapter 2.0).

Non-Rhythmic Sensory Stimuli

Visual Connection with Nature

REFUGE

PLAY

SUSTAIN

Non-Visual Connection with Nature

14 PATTERNS OF BIOPHILIC DESIGN

View of nature & living

Seat

Nook

Shelter

Climb

Store

Bar

Vegetation

Table

Cook

Senses connection - sound, smell, 
touch, taste

Non-rhythmic light, sound, 
experiences

Thermal & Airflow Variability

Presence of Water

Mimic nature

See, hear or touch

Dynamic & Diffuse Light Varying light & shadow

Connection with Natural Systems Seasonal and temporary changes

Biomorphic Forms & Patterns Patterns & textures 

Material Connection with Nature Processing, local ecology & geology

Complexity & Order Sensory information similar to 
nature order

Prospect View over distance 

Refuge Retreat place - protected from behind
and overhead

Mystery Partial obscurity to entice or sensory
stimulation

Risk/Peril Percieve threat from place of safety

Principles Findings & Take forward Program Brief

Environmental Experience
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The following brief series uses the background 
research findings established in Chapter 5.0 of 
design principles to enrich the human-nature 
experience for beneficial health and well-being 
outcomes (Figure 5.10). The program brief limits 
the design exploration to three program categories: 
Refuge, Sustain and Play. The program categories 
were further divided into three sub-functions for a 
restricted variety of programs to enrich the occupant 
home experience.
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Fig 8.18  Program brief identifier code for interpretation of the 

wall program series, Author’s image
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Fig 8.19  Program brief overview, Author’s image
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Fig 8.19  Program walls responding to brief concept series
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Fig 8.20 Diagram example of the framework 

findings driving the program concept process
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Fig 8.21 Diagram example of the framework findings 

driving the program concept process
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Fig 8.22 Diagram example of the framework 

findings driving the program concept process
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Fig 8.23 Conceptual  integration of program units 

to illustrate the process of the collection program 

application to home for enriching the occupant 

experience 
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Fig 8.24  Matrix wall program conceptual series
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Refuge Sustain Play

Refuge

The refuge program type explored variations of 
form, construction and tectonics, materials, level of 
comfort, integration with Sustain and Play program 
types, to create spaces encouraging a connection 
to nature, such as through visual or non visual 
stimulation, shading with vegetation to diffuse light 
and offer protection from the environment, seating 
with back and overhead protection to enhance 
refuge principle. 

Sustain

The sustain program type explored variations of uses, 
tectonics, connection with the base component, 
and particularly the integration of vegetation for a 
connection to nature and as a food source. The table 
and cooking functions encourage social connections, 
time outdoors and extends the usability of the 
envelope. 

Play

The play program type explored designs to 
encourage interaction with the envelope, such 
as in the form of climbing and interacting with 
the envelope. The program type often integrated 
well with additional program as providing a base 
to extend the play interaction area. The storage 
program was explored as extending the function 
of the home and encouraging play by providing 
sufficient home storage for the likes of bikes, kayaks, 
tools, and equipment. 

Critical Reflection & Findings

• The exploration did not address all of 
the potential environmental experience 
opportunities but followed the design process 
to identify possible variations of program. The 
outcome program series suggests how the 
process informs the design to reach a range 
of diverse program outcomes. The advantage 
allows for great variation among housing and 
occupant briefs, however, a disadvantage is an 
increase in construction complexity with the 
diversity increase. 

• Through the design process it was found that 
designing for one specific program type often 
resulted in combining multiple uses into the 
wall. Subsequently resulting in wall designs 
of greater occupant experience through their 
intuitive connection with one another. For 
example it was found that seating and shelter 
refuge designs tended to be integrated with 
vegetation and growth functions to create 
a more enriched experience and support a 
greater human-nature connection. 

• Through the design process it was also found 
for the design of the program to extend beyond 
the line of a single wall unit. This considered 
the program experience with a wider view of 
possible envelope experiences and outdoor 
environments created with the program 
addition. 

Findings
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Fig 8.25  Application of program
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Program

Adaption

Base

Fig 8.26  Diagram highlighting program component
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• The static design process was useful to inform the 
initial designs, although it was time-consuming 
and lacked adaptability as any changes had to be 
redrawn or remodelled. However, parametrising 
each design would have taken even longer due 
to the intensive anticipation involved in the 
design. The slower static process provided a tool 
to explore conceptual program designs. 

• The breadth of program possibilities required 
program limitations in the form of a program 
brief to manage the research scope but 
highlighted the future potential of vast program 
variations. 

• The program types often combined to result in an 
integrated program unit. The benefit maximises 
the envelope capacity to enrich the occupant 
experience through the overlap of the program. 
However, the integration increases construction 
complexity and connections between units. 
Additionally, the integration may cost more and 
require more construction time. Although fewer 
specified program panels applied to the home 
could mitigate the additional construction time 
than more panels across the house. Therefore, 
the outcome may balance out.

• The design output visual aesthetic as applied to 
the existing home would benefit from further 
comparison, variation and design development 
to explore the visual impact of the combined 
program panels on the home. 

• The site conditions, orientation and capacity 
for a specific program would impact program 
selections and uses. For example, vegetation 
would only be useful if sufficient shelter, 
exposure to sun and water are available. The 
seating and retreat programs would need 
appropriate shelter, especially in changing 
weather conditions.

• The integration of the program and base 
components are conceptual and needs more 
significant development to resolve their 
cohesion.

• The program brief series explored the 
environmental experience established in the 
framework to encourage the human-nature 
relationship. The program series was driven 
by the principles identified in Chapter 5.0. For 
example using refuge design.

Critical Reflections
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Design of parametric script

Visualisation of program component applied to 
existing home

DIGITALISATION: PARAMETRIC VARIATION

PROGRAM APPLICATION VISUALISATION

9.1

9.2
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The following Chapter fulfils the research objective:  
Explore the use of parametric digital tools for 
adaptability of the design strategy. The objective 
was explore the adaption component of the design 
strategy as the process for adapting the base and 
program components as appropriate to varying 
home and occupant performance and experience 
requirements. 

PROGRAM POSITION
Locate around house
To site analysis data 
To house layout
To environment

PROGRAM ALIGNMENT
To house features
Around openings
To ground level
To site featuesPROGRAM VARIANCE

Function
Materials
Size
Orientation
Rotation
Spacing

DESIGNED OUTPUT
Series of wall outputs

HOME APPLICATION
Combined to house

OCCUPANT
Program selections
Material selections
Aesthetic desires

SITE
Typography Model
Orientation
Ground level
Solar data
Wind data
Rain data

HOUSE
3D point cloud digital 
model
Orientation
Thermal analysis
Hygrothermal analysis

BASE

PROGRAM BASE
Consistent base 
parameters to 
build program type 
variations over
Ensures alignment PROGRAM TYPE

Function
Use 
Selections
Respond to site
Respond to house
Environment response

MATERIALS
Selections 
Combinations
Compatability
Aesthetic
Texture
Enironmental impact
Relationship to site

HOME APPLICATION
Base unit division 
strategy around house

Fig 9.1 Simplified diagram of parametric script key functions, 

refer to following figure for further detail, Author’s image
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Digitalisation:
Parametric 
Variation

The following exploration digitalised the wall and 
program development using parametric design. The 
development streamlined the design to respond 
dynamically to varying input parameters such as 
the house typology, performance and occupant 
program selections. The parametric script developed 
in Grasshopper explored the potential variability of 
the design. Additionally, parameters such as site 
conditions and data, typography, performance 
analysis and materials would further inform the 
design.

9.1
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Program 
Design 
Variation

Establish 
Base 
Parameters

OCCUPANT
Program selections
Material selections
Aesthetic desires

SITE
Typography Model
Orientation
Ground level
Solar data
Wind data
Rain data

HOUSE
3D point cloud digital 
model
Orientation
Thermal analysis
Hygrothermal analysis

BASE

PROGRAM BASE
Consistent base 
parameters to 
build program type 
variations over
Ensures alignment PROGRAM TYPE

Function
Use 
Selections
Respond to site
Respond to house
Environment response

MATERIALS
Selections 
Combinations
Compatibility
Aesthetic
Texture
Environmental impact
Relationship to site

HOME APPLICATION
Base unit division 
strategy around house

Parametric Script Diagram
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Fig 9.2 Simplified diagram of parametric script key functions

Key FUTURE
Future research inputs 
to further inform 
the design outcome 
outside of research

DESIGN
Script design explored 
in research 

PROGRAM POSITION
Locate around house
To site analysis data 
To house layout
To environment

PROGRAM ALIGNMENT
To house features
Around openings
To ground level
To site featuresPROGRAM VARIANCE

Function
Materials
Size
Orientation
Rotation
Spacing

DESIGNED OUTPUT
Series of wall outputs

HOME APPLICATION
Combined to house
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BASE COMPONENT PROGRAM COMPONENT

i. Align with base component
ii. Additional connection height 

to meet ceiling insulation
iii. Fit existing house
iv. Building code requirement 

distance to relative ground 
surface type (subtract 
distance)

i. Existing stud height
ii. Stud height to top insulation
iii. Subfloor height
iv. Panel unit width
v. Depth of each base layer
vi. Required wall base overlap

Inputs
i. Base size
ii. Required size
iii. Subfloor height
iv. Program base overlap

Inputs

i. Fit to existing house
ii. Additional connection height 

to meet ceiling insulation
iii. Fit existing house
iv. As per standardisation size, 

materials and adaption to fit 
each house

v. As per materials and suit 
performance requirements

vi. Building code requirement 
distance to relative ground 
surface type (subtract 
distance)

Why

Why

• Height
• Width

• Depth
• Overlap

Variations
• Height
• Width

• Depth
• Overlap

Variations

Variation Findings
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Why

PROGRAM TYPE

i. Program position relative 
to its function (ie relative to 
ground level for seating or 
to window for bar)

ii. As appropriate
iii. Adaptable design variation 

parameters

i. Position
ii. Size
iii. Detail variation of same 

program

Inputs

• Position
• Size

• Variation
• Overlap

Variations

PROGRAM INTEGRATION

Why
i. Position of multiple 

program relationship
ii. Alignment to additional 

program
iii. Relationship between 

program types
iv. Develop how the program 

overlap and connect 
together between units

i. Position
ii. Size of programs
iii. Variation of program types
iv. Connection overlap between 

wall units and program 

Inputs

• Position
• Size

• Variation
• Overlap

Variations

MATERIALS

i. Each material layer
ii. Material size
iii. Material type
iv. Program base overlap

Inputs

i. Base wall composition 
dependent on the layer 
build up of each 

ii. Size dictating overall wall 
build up and location of 
materials

iii. Compatibility of materials 
for durability

Why

• Wall layer composition
• Material size
• Material type

Variations

Fig 9.3 Findings of parameter inputs and issue areas with the 

development of the parametric script
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Fig 9.4 Process sketches resolving program overlap 

considerations while designing the parametric script.
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Fig 9.5 Design exploration testing the adaptive wall program 

variance using the parametric design tools and process

Testing the Process
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Program

Adaption

Base

Fig 9.6  Diagram highlighting adaption component
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Critical Reflections 
& Findings

parameter’s before reaching the limit. 
• The powerful design tool has an extensive 

capacity to precisely control design. The 
design tool’s use within the design strategy has 
immense capacity to further refine and innovate 
the strategy components to create an effective 
method to address existing housing. 

• The dynamic and relative relationship between 
the existing house, site and the position of the 
program needs to adapt respectively to the 
other. The intention of a program type may 
need to respond relatively to wider site, house 
and environmental parameters. For example, an 
outcome of the design process revealed seating 
program types as needing to respond to a wider 
context beyond design aesthetic variations. 
The relationship to the ground level at the 
location of the program applied to the house, 
determines the seating height as appropriate 
for the occupant to use. 

• Additional outcomes revealed similar 
relationship needs for the program types which 
the occupants directly interact with, such as 
seating, table, cooking, bar, storage and play. The 
relative height and size adjustments respond 
dynamically as the necessary parameters are 
specified. 

• Future  - The parametric script would be further 
developed to include site and climate data to 
inform the program parameters influencing the 
design. The design could then dynamically adjust 
and propose a design as appropriate to the 
specific climate and site features. The program 
types such as shelter and vegetation would also 
benefit as appropriate growing conditions could 
be assessed and identify the optimum location 
for plant growth and the shelter program could 
respond to wind and sun data as appropriate.

• The design process of constructing the 
parametric script revealed the breadth of 
variability to evolve the wall design. The 
program variance identified in Figure 9.18 tested 
the process and variability of the developed 
parametric script. The outcome revealed how 
variations to the design inputs result use a 
dynamic design process to produce a breadth 
of wall design opportunities. The benefit of 
the process with the design strategy proposes 
diversifying and adapting the design outcomes 
according to each occupant brief to result in a 
varied and individual home strategy application. 
The advantage of the process helps to mitigate 
monotony within a mass-scale design strategy. 
However, the construction complexity increases 
with the quantity increase of diverse design 
outcomes.

• The process of designing the script revealed 
detailed issues to resolve. The issues included 
detailing between tectonic components of how 
they connect, overlap and intersect. An example 
explored in the design process was offsetting 
the cladding to overlap with the neighbouring 
wall unit and hide the panel connection. 
The outcome of the design worked with the 
connection of the same panel types. However, 
issues arise when cladding and tectonic 
elements varied between units.

• The design of the script required anticipation of 
the relationship between the tectonic elements. 
An outcome of the development process 
identified the relationship between the tectonic 
elements of having a limit before the design no 
longer worked. The design was voided when the 
parameters were increased beyond a realistic 
size or construction method, causing the wall 
design elements to intersect. However, with 
the powerful digital tool, the limitations could 
be included in the script’s design to restrict the 
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Program
Application
Visualisation

9.2

Application

The following exploration series applies program 
variance outputs to the existing 1940s-1960s state 
house to visualise the program application in context.
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Visualised fragments of program application to home
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Adaption Component
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Experience 
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Home 
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1.0

The Design Strategy
Framework

Base
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Adaption
Component

2.0

3.0

Occupant 

Environmental

Adaptive

4.0

5.0

6.0
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Fig 10.1 Diagram highlighting areas of design framework 

informing the base, program and adaption components explored 

for the research process to develop the design strategy 
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Fig 10.2 Diagram comparing areas of design framework for the 

three components explored within the design strategy 
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The conceptual design of a continuous thermal 
envelope to the existing home explored a solution 
to not displace and limit occupant disruption as 
possible. 
• Unfortunately, a compromise of some occupant 

disruption to provide high performing windows 
would occur. However, the unit prefabrication 
allows the occupants to still live in their homes 
while the work would occur. 

• The research site was an original 1940s-1960s 
state house, but future research could address 
additional housing typologies.

• The base component’s conceptual detailing 
would benefit from more structural, 
performance, weather and airtightness 
development and testing.

• The thermal performance would need 
testing and simulations to measure the home 
performance, particularly concerning thermal 
bridging and airtightness between the existing 
home, openings, and the strategy.  

• The application to differing housing materials 
and typologies need to ensure compatibility 
between materials. 

• The environmental focus was limited to the 
reuse of existing resources and improving home 
performance for energy efficiency. However, 
material selections, carbon impact and life cycle 
assessments are considered a fundamental 
component of the overall long-term strategy.

• Post-construction and post-occupancy testing 
and evaluations would additionally provide 
opportunities for testing and refining the design. 

Base Component

Findings:
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• The breadth of initial design explorations was 
challenging to manage and establish a particular 
design direction. The difficulty identified the 
need for a program brief to identify program 
types and their collective functions to restrict 
the design exploration and reduce the overall 
outcome.

• The program brief only began to explore the 
breadth of envelope use opportunities, material 
selection, construction detailing and aesthetics. 
The possible combinations and variations are 
not limited to the brief and indicate plenty of 
scope for developing the strategy beyond the 
research. 

• The visual aesthetic is not fully resolved and 
results in uncertainty of the overall aesthetic 
and material impact. 

• The integration of the program and base 
components are conceptual and needs more 
significant development to resolve their 
cohesion.

• The site conditions, orientation and capacity 
for a specific program would impact program 
selections and uses. For example, vegetation 
would only be useful if sufficient shelter, 
exposure to sun and water are available. The 
seating and retreat programs would need 
appropriate shelter, especially in changing 
weather conditions. 

• The initial design process used static sketching, 
physical and digital modelling tools. The static 
design method was useful to inform the initial 
designs. However, it was slow and labour 
intensive. It became clear that the strategy 
designed solely by static methods would prove 
ineffective for the strategy’s overall function 
as any development to the designs was labour 
intensive.

• The need to limit the program focus highlights 
the breadth of development opportunity 
beyond the thesis’s scope for the strategy to 
evolve appropriately to individual occupant 
needs, site conditions, circumstances.

• The program is the crucial area the occupants 
interact with the envelope to expand the current 
home use and experience. 

• The program brief of refuge, sustain and play 
were identified as a base for a diverse range 
of uses for the enriching the home experience 
with the human-nature  relationship. 

• The development and integration of the 
program units together have issues combining 
various program and materials and proposes 
an opportunity to express clean architectural 
details.  

• The integration into the existing home is 
dependent on the desired aesthetic and 
material selection by the occupant. The 
outcome supports diversity among mass-scale 
application of the strategy and encourages 
individual identity and ownership over their 
home.  

• The differing occupant and site circumstances 
highlight the need for the parametric strategy 
throughout the homes to change for the needs 
of the people, differing home locations and 
conditions. 

• The static design process highlighted the need 
to integrate parametric design tools into the 
design of the strategy. The tools were crucial 
to proposing a dynamic strategy to quickly 
adapt housing variations, site topographies, 
conditions, program variations, design changes, 
aesthetics and occupant needs. 

Critical Reflections: Findings: 

Program Component
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• The digitalisation using parametric design 
provides a method for fast and dynamic real-
time changes for theoretical adaption of the 
program’s construction, aesthetics, and function 
to each individual home, occupant desires and 
needs. However, much greater development 
would be needed to streamline the system.

• The parametric script offers far more significant 
detailed design variation opportunities beyond 
the base design for future development and 
adaptable program use.  

• The fluidity of the parametric component 
further highlighted potential program variations 
and home diversity.

• The parametric digitalisation allowed for greater 
and faster design exploration and output due to 
the digital tool’s exponential variability. 

• The development of the parametric script takes 
more time and requires complex anticipation of 
parameter variations and limitations of possible 
designs. However, once the base digital script 
is developed the output efficiency increases 
significantly. 

• The fast and real-time changes provide a method 
to make changes to the design that result from 
physical testing, future design development, 
detail refinement, client desires, architectural 
intent, expression, site conditions, existing 
home, program use, needs and materiality. The 
outcome highlights future design development 
and the opportunity to evolve the strategy over 
time. 

• The parametric design component would be 
integrated into prefabricated construction 
methods to streamline the strategy and increase 
efficiency. 

Findings:

Adaption Component

• The issues found during the design process 
identified in Chapter 9.0, identify the need to 
refine the relationship between design elements 
and tectonics to produce a constructable 
output. 

• The adaption to site becomes critical with the 
integration of program for appropriate heights 
to comfortably use the program or for designing 
in response to the site conditions to benefit 
from the natural environment or to protect the 
occupant from. 
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• The design and exploration of all of the design 
strategy components (Chapter 5.0) were too 
large for the thesis scope. Therefore, a series 
of explorations for three key components of 
the strategy began to test the overall scheme’s 
possible design outcome. Further exploration 
such as the integration of site model data such 
as weather (sun, wind, solar) would strengthen 
the design. For example, sun data influencing 
and driving the design parameters of shading 
and orientation for planting and seating. 

• The digital model developed to understand the 
1940s-1960s house typology provided sufficient 
detail for the initial research. However, a 3D 
scanned into a point cloud digital model would 
provide complete accuracy for each specific 
house and input into the parametric design 
component to adapt to the exact house details.  

• The transition from the parametric digital model 
into prefabrication would be fundamental to 
streamline the process between parametric 
adaptability to physical construction. Where 
the design could be developed and adapted 
as appropriate to site, occupant, needs and 
design development within the digital model. 
The changes are then directly also made 
into the construction of the unit. However, 
to also investigate the physical construction 
was too large for the research scope but the 
research would benefit from full-scale testing 
and prototyping of the base and program 
components for construction detailing. 
Additionally, full-scale testing of the design 
strategy process would test its feasibility against 
New Zealand housing. 

Scope & Limitations
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The research aimed to radically improve the thermal 
performance of existing New Zealand houses to 
enrich people’s home experience. Enriching the 
Envelope Experience proposed an overall design 
strategy to address existing 1940s-1960s state 
housing for thermal performance and the home 
envelope experience to support occupant health and 
well-being. The design was informed by theoretical 
research findings and key case studies of external 
retrofit strategies. The key case studies identified 
the gap in New Zealand housing improvement 
approaches and the benefits to support occupant 
health and well-being. The design strategy proposed 
a process to enrich the envelope for thermal 
performance and experience as informed by the 
framework (Chapter 5.0). To investigate the design 
strategy process three key components were 
explored to understand their feasibility within the 
overall scheme. 

First, the research outcome concluded an envelope 
retrofit of existing houses theoretically enhances 
the thermal performance of existing housing and 
provides a base for a wall program to enrich people’s 
home experience. Through the design process, it 
was found the design of prefabricated wall units, 
ceiling and sub-floor insulation combined to form an 
almost continuous thermal envelope as a method 
improve the home’s thermal performance and 
energy efficiency. 

Secondly, the design research found integrating 
the program to the home envelope provided an 
opportunity to enrich the human-nature relationship 

and provide a functional addition to the home. 
The outcome highlighted the significant variance 
opportunity within the program component for a 
range of design outcomes. 

Thirdly, the design research benefited from 
parametric digitalisation to support dynamic 
program variations for appropriate adaption. The 
parametric digitalised component proposes the 
design’s possibility of adapting to a broader range of 
housing typologies. There are adaption abilities for 
program typologies to vary for home and occupant 
needs and adjust the program to be applied to the 
home and surrounding site and environmental 
context. Additionally, the adaption abilities highlight 
the program’s capacity to grow and exponentially 
change due to requirements, available materials and 
future technology. 

The design process was a continual exploration 
between the base thermal component, the 
program component and the adaptable component 
simultaneously as a result of their reciprocal 
relationship. The components’ relationship 
resulted in a feedback loop design process where 
one component’s development directly impacted 
another to resolve design issues. The development of 
each component of the design strategy with testing, 
materials and development aims toward reaching 
higher home performance and enriched occupant 
experience. A streamlined design strategy then 
applicable to various New Zealand existing housing 
for the benefit of people and the environment. 
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• Use of available resources. The strategy concept 
proposes an environmentally considerate 
approach to use the available resources of the 
existing housing stock. The research found a 
solution to improve the existing conditions 
supporting the health and wellbeing of 
occupants.

• External retrofit approach possible in New 
Zealand housing. The strategy to externally 
retrofit homes in New Zealand has conceptually 
been achieved to increase the thermal 
performance of homes. 

• A design strategy process to improve the 
performance and experience of the home.

• Enrichment of home experience. The 
home envelope exploration highlighted the 
opportunity to maximise occupant human-
nature relationship and home experience with  
a variable architectural program application to 
the home.

• Parametric adaptability. The development of 
an adaptable base strategy and the architectural 
program for the adaption to varying housing 
typologies and the occupant brief. 
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The external retrofit design strategy to improve 
thermal performance and home experience address 
occupant health and wellbeing without needing to 
displace the occupants. The research explored three 
design components within the strategy as a starting 
point for the potential capacity of the strategy and 
to manage the research scope. However the strategy 
would need greater development to estabish the full 
design and construction implications and outcomes. 
Throughout the research, potential development 
areas were revealed but not explored to manage the 
research scope.

Opportunities for further development include but 
are not limited to:
• The adaption of the strategy to broader housing 

typologies.
• The construction methods, layers, and details 

development.
• Base component testing and simulation of 

airtightness, thermal bridging and windows.
• Program development for function, integration, 

combinations and use.
• Program wall adaption testing and simulation.
• Program selections for site, occupant needs, 

and circumstances.
• Material selection, aesthetic outcome, material 

availability and appropriateness to site and 
purpose further development.

• The use of sustainable materials, technology 

and processes.
• The strategy to explore a circular economy 

approach.
• The testing and simulations  of the strategy for 

construction, deconstruction and reconstruction 
of materials.

• The further exploration of visual aesthetics, 
overall design appeal of the strategy, and 
architectural expression.

• A practical development and testing of models, 
materials and construction.

• The development of prefabrication, construction 
process and site installation.

• The generation of market demand for the 
strategy to be implemented throughout New 
Zealand.

• The integration of energy modules into the wall 
unit for overall house performance.

• The reuse of materials and net-zero waste 
construction techniques such as robotic 3D 
printing of recycled material.

• Net-zero carbon approaches.
• The environmental impact, carbon footprint 

and life cycle of material selections.
• Net-zero energy observation and method.
• The material selections & construction detailing 

for combining various materials for appropriate 
compatibility within the automated system.

Future Research
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Fig 11.1 Overview of research process to establish a design strategy and the 

exploration of the three key components within the strategy to improve the thermal 

performance of existing New Zealand houses enriching peoples home experience
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